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ABSTRACT
Adaptive capacity is an important element of long-term adaptation to climate change and is the focus of
a rapidly growing body of research. Interdisciplinary growth has the potential to introduce new
methods and insights, but it could also cause fragmentation and hamper methodological development
or limit transfer of academic insights to climate change adaptation practice. This article uses qualitative
content, bibliometric, and citation network analyses to systematically review the scope, methods, and
findings of 276 studies on adaptive capacity of social and social-ecological systems. The review
demonstrates that adaptive capacity research is highly interdisciplinary; covers a wide range of sectors,
geographic locations, and scales of analysis; and is highly fragmented. The majority of empirical studies
are isolated by lack of comparative work and cross-field citation. 46% of studies reviewed do not cite
prior works on adaptive capacity: even those on similar topics in the same geographic location.
Methods to assess adaptive capacity have proliferated to include more than 64 indicator-based indices
or frameworks and 37 proxy outcome measures. The article argues that lack of either consensus or
debate across the literature raises concerns that scientific progress in the field may be constrained and
the ability of adaptive capacity research to inform adaptation practice may be limited. To promote
consistency and transparency in future work, 158 determinants of adaptive capacity are defined and
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illustrated with common assessment indicators and examples. Additional opportunities for progress are
noted with suggestions for future research.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT AND CAPTION

Adaptive capacity to climate change research is a growing interdisciplinary field, but lack of cross-field
citation may be leading to conceptual and methodological fragmentation. Over 100 methods to assess
adaptive capacity exist. A concept and indicator database is proposed to promote consistency in future
work.
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INTRODUCTION
Why are some people and organizations better able to adapt to changing conditions? The
disparity is well-documented: faced with change, some individuals and groups are able to innovate and
adapt more quickly and thoroughly to mitigate harms and seize opportunities (see, e.g., Aase,
Chapagain, & Tiwari, 2013; Adger et al., 2009; Rodima-Taylor, Olwig, & Chhetri, 2011). Understanding
why is the motivation behind a growing body of research on adaptive capacity: the ability of social and
social-ecological systems to adapt to change. Understanding adaptive capacity is expected to have
theoretical and practical value for adaptation science, as disparate levels of adaptive capacity may
explain the gap between the level of adaptation considered theoretically possible and what is practically
achievable (Füssel and Klein 2006). Building adaptive capacity of social systems (households,
communities, organizations, and nations) has become an important adaptation effort (Moore 2014) as
groups with greater adaptive capacity are expected to be better positioned to reduce vulnerability and
stave off potentially disastrous effects of climate change (see, e.g., Smit et al., 2001).
Research on adaptive capacity has grown exponentially since the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) recognized adaptive capacity as a critical component of vulnerability in 2001
(Smit et al., 2001; see Figure 1). As more researchers from a wide range of disciplines have explored
adaptive capacity, the field has benefitted from introduction of new methods and generation of new
insights. Ideally, a growing field could suggest methods are being honed, theories tested, empirical
findings validated, and new guidance to practitioners being generated. However, a growing field could
also mean growing disconnect between siloed disciplines, repetition of research without comparison,
and stagnation rather than advancement (see Balietti, Mäs, & Helbing, 2015). Adaptive capacity
scholars have already voiced concerns that the field may be fragmenting (see, e.g., Bettini, Brown, & de
Haan, 2015; Engle, 2011; Juhola & Kruse, 2014; Swart, Biesbroek, & Lourenco, 2014), though the extent
and causes of fragmentation have not been assessed. Fragmentation has been shown in other fields to
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hamper scientific progress (Balietti et al. 2015), and it may be especially problematic for practiceoriented fields like climate adaptation if lack of consensus in academic literature translates to lack of
consensus in practitioner guidance.

Figure 1. Rapid growth in adaptive capacity research creates potential benefits and pitfalls for the
field. Studies found through a Web of Science search for title = “adaptive capacity” (n=529) are plotted
according to year of publication and discipline. Only publications since 1980 are shown as research prior
to that date was sparse.

This article presents a systematic review of the adaptive capacity literature to assess
fragmentation, identify potential causes and solutions, and synthesize existing work to provide a
baseline for future research. Other reviews have provided a theoretical exploration of the concept of
adaptive capacity as it relates to resilience and vulnerability (e.g., Adger, 2006; Gallopín, 2006; Smit &
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Wandel, 2006), as it applies to specific sectors (e.g., water management, Gain, Rouillard, & Benson,
2013; indigenous peoples, Mulrennan, 2014; desertification, Seely et al., 2008), or as it has changed over
time (Mortreux and Barnett 2017). Such reviews provide insight on ‘what’ the concept of adaptive
capacity is but shed little light on ‘how’ adaptive capacity is being studied, what results are emerging, or
how well the field as a whole is progressing.
Systematic reviews differ from traditional reviews in their use of objective criteria to provide
transparency on the selection of articles, and systematic reviews have been specifically recommended
for the climate adaptation literature as a means of synthesizing results and identifying gaps (BerrangFord et al. 2015). Qualitative content analysis is often used to analyze selected texts, but other tools can
provide additional insight. Bibliometric analysis has been shown to be a valuable tool for evaluating
inter-field connections and knowledge distribution patterns, as illustrated by a small body of work on
trends in climate change vulnerability research (Janssen et al. 2006; Janssen 2007; Li et al. 2011; Wang
et al. 2014). Similarly, citation network analysis has long been used to explore how concepts spread
within a field (Calero-Medina and Noyons 2008; Easley and Kleinberg 2010). Citation network analysis is
premised on theories of scientific progress that posit scientific knowledge builds when researchers test,
falsify, validate, and expand on previous works (see, e.g., Kuhn, 1970; Popper, 1963). Analyzing citation
patterns provides insight into which theories and empirical findings are being tested, refined, or
expanded and which remain isolated, thus giving insight into whether, where, and how fragmentation
develops.
Article selection methods broadly follow the principles for systematic reviews of adaptation
research identified by Berrang-Ford et al. (2015), and a detailed description of selection and analysis
methods is provided in Supplemental A. A full list of the 276 studies reviewed is in Supplemental B. In
brief, Web of Science entries with “adaptive capacity” in the title (and the 20 most-cited papers with
adaptive capacity as a topic), published 1900-2015 inclusive, were filtered to include academic and
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practitioner studies focused on the adaptive capacity of social or social-ecological systems. Of the 312
studies identified, 276 full-length texts were available. These were manually read for qualitative
category development (see Mayring, 2000), coded for 24 bibliometric variables (see Supplemental A),
and used to create a directed citation network (created in R (Siders 2018); visualized and analyzed using
Gephi 0.8.2; on citation network analysis generally, see Calero-Medina & Noyons, 2008; Easley &
Kleinberg, 2010).
The review indicates that adaptive capacity research is highly interdisciplinary; covers a broad
range of scales, topical sectors, and geographic locations; and uses numerous diverse, sometimes
contradictory, methods and metrics. The field is highly fragmented with low levels of cross-field citation
that may be contributing to lack of cohesion in concept definition, method development, and translation
of findings to practice. Some suggestions to mitigate this fragmentation, including a database of
common adaptive capacity indicators and metrics, are proposed.

ADAPTIVE CAPACITY IS A DIVERSE FIELD
Author teams are multi- and interdisciplinary
The 276 adaptive capacity studies reviewed are authored by 902 authors from more than 20
disciplines (Figure 2a), yielding an average of 3.27 authors per paper. This is comparable to the average
3.71 authors per paper in the broader climate change vulnerability literature (Wang et al. 2014) and
higher than the 1.85 authors per paper reported for resilience, vulnerability, and adaptation research
(Janssen 2007). Only 62 (22%) adaptive capacity studies were single-author, but multi-author teams
tended to be small: 3.84 authors per team on average.
Of the multi-author papers, 151 (71%) were multi- or interdisciplinary teams. A multidisciplinary team comprised two or more authors from distinct disciplines (84, 39%), and an
6
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interdisciplinary team included two or more authors from interdisciplinary fields (67, 24%). Most
authors of adaptive capacity research are from interdisciplinary fields: e.g., Geography (12%),
Environmental Studies (12%), Environmental Sciences (7%), and Sustainability Sciences or Studies (5%)
(Figure 2a). Author disciplines were determined by the departmental affiliation provided in published
articles. Only the first four authors for each study were coded, as the average paper had fewer than four
authors and these authors are presumed to have contributed most significantly. Government officials,
community liaisons, and non-academic authors were coded as “practitioners.”

Figure 2. Adaptive capacity research is conducted by scholars from more than 20 disciplines (a) and
covers numerous scales of analysis (b) and topical sectors (c). Topical sector was coded using each
study’s main focus, but some papers are double-counted due to overlap (e.g., studies on water
availability for agriculture).
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Numerous scales, sectors, and geographies
Adaptive capacity is researched at many scales of analysis. The most common are household
(55, 20%) and community (55, 20%), although these sometimes overlap when a community’s adaptive
capacity is measured as the combined capacity of its households (e.g., Fernández-Giménez et al., 2015;
Goldman and Riosmena, 2013; Moreno-Sánchez and Maldonado, 2013). The adaptive capacity of
nations (9 studies, 3%) and international regions (5, 2%) are least common (Figure 2b), which may be
due in part to data constraints, as researchers comparing the adaptive capacity of multiple nations must
often identify quantitative regional- or national-level indicators to capture qualitative concepts such as
social capital (for example, by using number of telephone lines per household, Chen et al., 2015). Multiscale studies are rare (see Murthy, Laxman, & Sesha Sai, 2015; Wesche & Armitage, 2010).
Adaptive capacity research covers numerous topical sectors (Figure 2c). Some studies
researched the effects of a single hazard (e.g., wildfire) on a range of sectors and natural resources (e.g.,
health, industry, and biodiversity), while others focused on one sector (e.g., agriculture) or resource
(e.g., water) and considered a range of hazards to which the social or social-ecological system must
adapt. Water governance studies frequently considered issues of both water quality and quantity, so
studies on drought were included in the general water category (45, 16%). Of the natural hazards,
floods, hurricanes, and coastal storms received most attention (11, 4%), with wildfire (5, 2%) and heat
events (2, 0.07%) being less frequent subjects. Few studies focused on ecosystem health (5, 2%) or
biodiversity (9, 3%) or on purely social issues such as economic growth (3, 1%), urban development (9,
3%), or health (5, 2%).
Adaptive capacity research is conducted across the globe, but the majority of studies reviewed
looked at systems in Europe (53, 19%) or North America (53, 19%) (Figure 3). Studies tended to focus on
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large developed nations, despite some argument that adaptive capacity is of greatest concern in the
developing nations most vulnerable to climate change (see, e.g., Klein, 2009). Research in Oceania (25,
9%), for example, is dominated by studies on Australia (18), with only 4 studies on Pacific Island
communities. Similarly, North American studies focused primarily on Canada (19) and the USA (25), with
just 4 studies conducted in Mexico and 5 in the Caribbean.
With the exception of Africa and South America, studies were primarily conducted by authors
who reside in the region where the study occurred. In Oceania, all studies conducted in Australia or New
Zealand were authored by Australian or New Zealand scholars, respectively. Similarly, 48 out of 53
studies in North America were conducted by North American scholars (the remainder by Europeans).
Only half (16, 48%) of the studies conducted in Africa had an African researcher as first author. The
other half had European (10) or North American (7) first authors, and only two of these included African
co-authors. Of the 17 studies conducted in South America, 11 had European (5) or North American (6)
first authors, and only 3 of those had a South American co-author. No researchers from Africa or South
America were first author on any studies conducted in another continent. As geographic affiliation was
coded using institutional affiliation at the time of publication, it does not capture cultural or historic
affiliations, so this effect may be over-stated. However, the geographic spread of research and author
locations are not surprising insofar as they mirror results of previous studies on the geographic
distribution of climate change research generally (Kiparsky et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2014). Greater intercontinental collaboration may be needed to alleviate concerns of equity and colonialism in climate
change scholarship (see, e.g., Hendrix, 2017).

Figure 3. Geographic distribution of studies on adaptive capacity. Circles present the number of studies
conducted by a first author at an institution based in that continent. Boxes identify the number of
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studies conducted on resources and people located in that continent. For example, 47 studies had a first
author based in Asia, and 43 studies examined the adaptive capacity of people in Asia. Arrows indicate
researchers from one continent authoring studies conducted in another. Numbers for the most prolific
nations are provided. Numbers may not add up, as some authors conducted studies on a global scale or
of a theoretical nature, which are not captured.

Numerous methods and metrics
Most studies on adaptive capacity have sought to identify the characteristics and conditions that
determine a group’s adaptive capacity, but assessing these “determinants” of adaptive capacity, or a
system’s overall capacity, has been recognized as a major challenge for the field (Yohe and Tol 2002;
Brooks et al. 2005; Haddad 2005; Adger et al. 2007; Notenbaert et al. 2012). Particularly when adaptive
capacity is defined as a latent characteristic, an ability to act in the future, there is no physical outcome
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that may be measured. To address this challenge, the field has developed numerous methods to assess
adaptive capacity, and these can be broadly divided into two approaches: use of indices and use of
proxy outcomes.
An index-based approach to assessing adaptive capacity: 1) identifies a set of determinants,
based on author experience, expert judgement, literature review, or subject of interest (e.g., Brooks et
al., 2005; Bryan et al., 2015; Notenbaert et al., 2012); 2) uses an indicator to measure each determinant
numerically or qualitatively (e.g., number of doctors or quality of healthcare); and 3) aggregates the
determinant scores into a measurement of the overall adaptive capacity of the system. This final
measurement may be numeric (e.g., 0.77, Lam et al., 2014) or descriptive (e.g., yellow, Gupta et al.,
2010; medium, Grecksch, 2015). The most commonly cited index (cited 6 times) is the Adaptive Capacity
Wheel (Gupta et al. 2010), which identifies 22 indicators for 6 determinants of the adaptive capacity of
institutions. Some authors use established indices from other fields, such as Sustainable Livelihoods
Analysis (6 papers), sustainability Capitals Framework (3), or Human Development Index (2). However,
the most common practice is for a study to develop its own index; there are 64 such custom indices to
assess adaptive capacity in the 276 studies reviewed (see Table 1). Only the Adaptive Capacity Wheel
was used more than once within the studies reviewed. These 64 indices cover all spatial scales of
analysis and multiple sectors (see Table 1). Use of indicator-based indices has been criticized in the
vulnerability and adaptive capacity literature because the choice of indicators or metrics to assess
indicators is not standardized and there is no outcome measure against which researchers can validate
their results (Brooks et al. 2005; Eriksen and Kelly 2007; Klein 2009; Hinkel 2011).

Table 1. Selected indicator-based indices for assessing adaptive capacity. Indices illustrate the breadth
of sectors and indicators being used in the field. Paper labels are shortened versions of study titles.
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Index

Scale

Dimensions

Criteria / Indicators

Human resources

Physical resources
Defiesta & Rapera
(2014) Adaptive
Capacity Composite
Index Philippines
Farmers

Household

Financial
resources
Information

Livelihood
diversity
Organization
Paton et al. (2007)
Assessing Adaptive
Capacity and
Community Efficacy
Post-Tsunami

Community
Cooperation
Responsibility
Knowledge and
awareness

Juhola & Kruse
(2015) Framework
for Regional
Adaptive Capacity
Assessments (citing
Grieving et al. 2011
as source of
determinant choice)

Technology
Regional
(SubNational)

Infrastructure
Institutions
Economic
resources

Gupta et al. (2010)
Adaptive Capacity
Wheel (as modified
by Grothmann et al.
2013 adding

Variety
Institution
Learning capacity

12

Years of experience farming
Years education household head
% adults with primary education
% adults in household
Farm size
Source of irrigation
Number farm machines owned
Farm tenure
Remittances from family members
Value of animal units
Financial assistance from government
Access to credit
Type of training in past 5 years
Visited by agricultural technician
Participates in farmers' group
No. sources climate info.
No. of livelihoods
% of land not in crop production
No. of crops planted per year
Organize to respond to demands
Coordinate activities
Utilize outside resources
Identify appropriate people
Solve internal conflicts
Recognize need for outside aid
Work well together
Take responsibility for recovery
Respond to future disaster
Identify greatest need
Educational commitment
Computer skills
Attitudes towards climate change
Resources for technology
Capacity to undertake research
Patents
Transport
Water infrastructure
Health
Government effectiveness
National adaptation strategies
Democracy
Income per capita
Age dependence
Unemployment
Variety of problem frames
Multi-actor, -level, -sector
Diversity of solutions
Redundancy (duplication)
Trust
Single loop learning
Double loop learning

Application

Indicators are weighted
using Analytical
Hierarchy Process
(AHP) and expert
judgement; Weighted
indicators are
aggregated into a
numeric score (e.g.
households with low
adaptive capacity had
an average score of
0.173, while those with
high capacity had an
average score of 0.452)

12 elements of
collective efficacy were
scored by community
members and
compared to disaster
response; These three
factors explained most
community-level
variance

Each region is scored
using government data
and statistics, weighted
using a Delphi exercise,
and then aggregated
for a score for the
region

Elements may be
scored numerically or
on a -2 to +2 score (and
colored corresponding
red, yellow, green);
Criterion are
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Discuss doubts
Institutional memory
Continuous access to information
Act according to a plan

psychological
dimensions)
Room for
autonomous
change
Leadership
Resources
Fair governance

Psychological
Pandey et al. (2011)
Framework to
Assess Adaptive
Capacity of Water
Basins Nepal

Natural capacity
Physical capacity
Ecosystem

Human capacity
Economic capacity
Knowledge and
awareness

Kruse et al. (2013)
Adaptive Capacity of
Alpine Tourism
Sector

Industry /
Sector

Technology
Infrastructure
Institutions
Economic
resources
Socioeconomics

Lam et al. (2014)
Vulnerability &
Adaptive Capacity of
Caribbean (only AC
elements shown)

Nation

Technology
Infrastructure

Capacity to improvise
Visionary
Entrepreneurial
Collaborative
Authority
Human resources
Financial resources
Legitimacy
Equity
Responsiveness
Accountability
Adaptation belief
Adaptation motivation
Area under vegetation / wetlands
Irrigation coverage
Drinking water coverage
Literacy rate
Economically active population
GDP index
Non-agricultural employment
Problem awareness; attitudes
towards climate change
Access to information
Knowledge gaps
Demand for further education
Capacity for research and
development
Attractiveness of natural enviro.
Attractiveness of cultural enviro.
Structure of tourism sector
Regional cooperation
Diversity of sector
Capacity for innovation
Human development index
Property incidence
Income inequality
Electricity coverage
Road density
Communication

aggregated to
dimension scores and
further aggregated
based on expert
judgement to a final AC
score

Indicators are weighted
based on AHP and
aggregated into an AC
score

Indicators were scored
based on surveys of
stakeholders and
aggregated into a score
for the region

Indicators are scored,
weighted, and
aggregated; National
scores in Caribbean
ranged from 0.31 to
0.77

As an alternative to indices, some researchers have begun using proxy measures for adaptive
capacity (59, 21%). In this approach an author 1) identifies a proxy, 2) identifies determinants of
adaptive capacity and scores them using indicators, and 3) compares determinant scores to the proxy to
identify which determinants correlate significantly. This is most often done quantitatively using
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statistical analyses but may also be done qualitatively using researcher observations or participant
reports. Statistical analyses enable large-scale comparisons and rankings of capacity (e.g., Brooks et al.,
2005). The 276 studies reviewed use 37 different proxy outcomes. Proxies may include adoption of a
specific adaptation practice, such as use of community-based natural resource management practices
(Fernández-Giménez et al. 2015) or adoption of modern productivity enhancing strategies (Egyir et al.
2015). Or proxies may be a specific outcome measure, such as performance of agricultural yields as a
proportion of expected yield (Bryan et al. 2015), or a purely social measure, such as level of labor
compensation (Gonseth et al. 2015). The rationale behind these proxies is that individuals or groups
with higher capacity are more likely to adopt a practice or achieve an outcome. The most common proxy
is the outcome of a recent disaster (19), which may be quantitative (e.g., dollars of damage sustained,
number of cattle lost, national mortality rates) or qualitative based on researcher observation or
participant reporting (e.g., quality of recovery). Disaster outcomes are indirect “vulnerability proxies”
(Brooks et al. 2005) in that authors use the degree of harm experienced as an inverse expression of the
relative adaptive capacity of the person or group: i.e., a household that loses fewer cattle during
drought is presumed to have higher adaptive capacity, so understanding which determinants correlate
with lower cattle losses also indicates which determinants correlate with higher adaptive capacity. The
conceptual challenge with this approach lies in the presumption that past efforts are indicative of future
ability and that an ability to execute a specific adaptation action is synonymous with the ability to adapt
more generally. Caution is also required when interpreting results, as a lack of correlation between
determinants and proxy outcomes may say more about the chosen indicator and outcome (e.g.,
comparing number of telephone lines to hurricane mortality rates) than about the conceptual
relationships of interest (e.g., between social connectivity and adaptive capacity).

ADAPTIVE CAPACITY IS A FRAGMENTED FIELD
14
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Scientific knowledge is thought to grow over time as new studies build on, test, and validate or
falsify the methods, theories, and findings of previous works (see, e.g., Kuhn 1970; Popper 1963). We
can see this development in citation patterns (see Calero-Medina & Noyons, 2008; Ding, 2011), in the
re-use or refinement of methods (e.g., Grothmann, Grecksch, Winges, & Siebenhüner, 2013), and either
gradual consensus around core methods and theories or contentious debate and sudden revolutions
with paradigmatic shifts (Kuhn 1970). In the adaptive capacity field, lack of cross-field citation, minimal
re-use and refinement of methods, little comparative work to synthesize empirical findings, and a lack of
consensus or debate around concept definitions demonstrate significant fragmentation and may
indicate a lack of scientific progress.
Infrequent citation of previous works
The 276 studies reviewed cite one another 920 times. This means the average paper cites or is
cited by just 3 other adaptive capacity studies. One hundred sixty-one (161, 58%) of the studies
reviewed were un-cited by subsequent adaptive capacity studies (i.e., those published at a later date).
One hundred twenty-six (126, 46%) studies that could have cited previous adaptive capacity works (i.e.,
were not among the first dozen publications in the field and were published after the IPCC included
adaptive capacity in its 2001 assessment) do not cite any of the adaptive capacity studies reviewed
herein. This includes 29 studies published between 2013 and 2015 (25% of the adaptive capacity papers
published in those years). Studies that do not cite adaptive capacity works instead situate their research
through citations to broader climate change vulnerability and adaptation publications and through
citations specific to their geographic location, discipline, or sector.
The scientific literature at large has cited the 276 adaptive capacity studies 6,236 times
(according to Web of Science calculations), but these citations are concentrated in a few papers. Just 7
adaptive capacity studies account for 50% of the citations (they are: Brooks et al., 2005; Folke et al.,
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2002; Gallopín, 2006; Grothmann & Patt, 2005; Pahl-Wostl, 2009; Smit & Wandel, 2006; Yohe & Tol,
2002). Just 26 papers (10%) receive 80% of the field’s citations. This is significantly more concentrated
than average for natural science, engineering, or social science (where 28% of papers account for 80%
citations) (Lariviere et al. 2009).
The most-cited adaptive capacity studies are theoretical discussions (these include: Adger, 2003,
2006; Adger & Vincent, 2005; Brooks et al., 2005; Engle, 2011; Folke et al., 2002; Gallopín, 2006; Nelson,
Adger, & Brown, 2007; Pelling & High, 2005; Smit & Wandel, 2006; Yohe & Tol, 2002). This is similar in
other fields (see, e.g., Patsopoulos et al. 2005) where theoretical papers, reviews, and meta-analyses
receive the most citations and empirical studies the fewest. The adaptive capacity field has no metaanalyses or comprehensive reviews to date. Rather, the most common research design is an empirical
case study (117 papers, 42%), and these are the papers least often cited by other adaptive capacity
scholars or the scientific literature at large. Since studies often reference theoretical works to ground
their research, it is unsurprising that theoretical papers are most cited. However, the degree of
concentration is more than twice that found in natural science, engineering, or social sciences in general
(Lariviere et al. 2009). This suggests that while adaptive capacity theory is informing adaptation
research, adaptive capacity empirical work is not.
Even among studies on similar topics in the same geographic location, there is a dearth of crosscitation. For example, of the 9 studies conducted in North America on the adaptive capacity of
agricultural systems responding to drought, published 2008-2015, none of the later studies cite the
earlier works. Similarly, 18 studies in Africa on adaptive capacity related to water availability,
agriculture, drought, and animal husbandry, 2008-2015, do not cite one another. Five studies on flood
in North America have just one cross-citation (a self-citation), and globally, 9 studies on urban adaptive
capacity, 2004-2015, also have just one cross-citation (to another study published in the same journal).
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Citation rates are slightly better within disciplines. The seminal work by economists Yohe and
Tol (2002) is cited by 5 other economists writing subsequent adaptive capacity papers (and 2 noneconomists). However, of the 26 adaptive capacity papers written by first authors in economics
departments, 20 are un-cited by subsequent papers written by economist first authors, so discipline
alone does not significantly increase cross-citation rates.
Publication in the same journal appears to better promote cross-citation. For example, Global
Environmental Change published 29 studies on adaptive capacity (the most in a single journal), and 20 of
these cite at least one other study published in Global Environmental Change on adaptive capacity.
However, 8 studies still do not cite any earlier adaptive capacity papers within the journal. Adaptive
capacity studies across the field as a whole were published in 151 journals, books, conference
proceedings, and white papers, so low citation rates may persist because adaptive capacity research is
spread across so many publications and scholars do not read journals outside their discipline or sector.
However, all papers included in this study were available through a keyword search for adaptive
capacity in Web of Science, so it seems unlikely that lack of awareness is the sole reason for lack of
cross-citation.
Lack of consensus on concepts and metrics
Possibly as a result of infrequent cross-field citation, the adaptive capacity literature lacks
consensus on the definition of adaptive capacity, on the definition of determinants of adaptive capacity,
and on the metrics to be used for assessing these determinants.
In its 2001 use of the term, the IPCC defined adaptive capacity as “The ability of a system to
adjust to climate change (including climate variability and extremes) to moderate potential damages, to
take advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences.” This definition – “the ability to
adjust” – has been interpreted by adaptive capacity scholars in numerous different ways (for a
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discussion on the plethora of definitions, see Berman, Quinn, & Paavola, 2012; Bohensky, Stone-Jovicich,
Larson, & Marshall, 2010; Engle, 2011; Gallopín, 2006). These definitions are, occasionally, contradictory
(see Table 2). For example, one author defines adaptive capacity as synonymous with coping capacity
(Smit and Pilifosova 2003) while another defines it as the ability to change coping capacity (Brooks et al.
2004). Although similar, these are conceptually distinct and could translate into distinct methods and
metrics for assessment. However, the most common practice for studies on adaptive capacity is to not
define the term at all; 38% of the papers reviewed did not define the concept, even though adaptive
capacity was so central to most (95%) of the papers in this review that they included the term in their
title (see Table 2).

Table 2. Five most common definitions of adaptive capacity.

Definition

Sample Quote

Example Studies

No definition

---

38 studies

Ability to
change
(IPCC)

"Adaptive capacity is the ability or
potential of a system to respond
successfully to climate variability and
change, and includes adjustments in
both behaviour and in resources and
technologies." (IPCC WG2 2007)

Resources
and ability to
use
resources to
implement
adaptation
strategies

"The adaptive capacity of communities
is determined by their socioeconomic
characteristics." (IPCC 2001)
"Adaptive capacity ...can be
characterised by preconditions
necessary to enable adaptation,
including social and physical elements,
and the ability to mobilise these
elements" (Clarvis et al. 2015)
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Caretta et al. 2015; Dilling et al. 2015; Egyir
et al. 2015; Fernandez-Gimenez et al. 2015;
Grecksch 2015; Juhola & Kruse 2015;
Martin et al. 2015; McClenachan 2015;
Nguyen et al. 2015; Quiroga et al. 2015;
Papadaskalopoulou et al. 2015; Sherman
2015; Tinch et al. 2015; van Gameren et al.
2015; Williams 2015; Juhola et al. 2013;
Stafford 2013; Wright 2012; Jones 2010;
Fussel 2006; Kiparsky et al. 2006
Antwi-Agyei et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2015;
Cinner et al. 2015; Clarvis et al. 2015;
Johnson 2015; Kuruppu et al. 2015;
Mandryk et al. 2015; Tinch et al. 2015;
Thulstrup et al. 2015; Tu et al. 2015; West
2015; Elrick-Barr 2014; Lam 2014; Jha et al.
2013 (citing Gupta et al. 2010); Jakes and
Langer 2012; Milman 2012; Nelson et al.
2007; Fussel 2006; LeGoff 20015; IPCC
2001

Percent of
Studies
38
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Ability to
change
coping
capacity

Aspect of
resilience

Adaptive
capacity is
coping
capacity

"Adaptive capacity is the ability of a
system to evolve in order to
accommodate environmental hazards
or policy change and to expand the
range of variability with which it can
cope." (Adger 2006)
"Resilience in this context is the
capacity of a SES to continually change
and adapt yet remain within critical
thresholds. Adaptability is part of
resilience. It represents the capacity to
adjust responses to changing external
drivers and internal processes and
thereby allow for development along
the current trajectory (stability
domain)." (Folke 2010)
"Adaptive capacity is the ability of an
agricultural area to cope with the
agricultural drought situation."
(Murthy 2015)

Bryan et al. 2015; Christman et al. 2015;
Clarvis et al. 2015; Dutra et al. 2015;
Papadaskalopoulou et al. 2015; Milman
2012; Hinkel 2011; Fussel 2006; Smit and
Wandel 2006

9

Ensor 2015 (citing Walker et al. 2004);
Spencer 2015 (citing Walker et al. 2004);
Lockwood et al. 2015 (although notes need
to transform out of resilience basin at
times); Jakes and Langer 2012; Folke 2010

5

Bryan et al. 2015; Murthy 2015; Smit &
Pilifosova 2003

3

How adaptive capacity is defined has implications for how it is assessed and how indicators are
selected. Lacking a consistent definition of adaptive capacity, the field also lacks consensus on what the
determinants of adaptive capacity are and how they should be defined and measured. The challenge is
not that researchers disagree explicitly about these questions (a situation that could generate debate
and new knowledge), but rather that (due to infrequent cross-citation and frequent lack of definitions)
researchers may be unaware that they are defining or measuring determinants differently.
Adaptive capacity studies frequently use synonyms and rarely define concepts, so it can be
difficult to establish whether two papers are assessing the same determinant or different ones, the type
of elementary question that needs to be answered to enable comparison of empirical results across
studies. For example, “collaboration” and “cooperation” could be two distinct determinants or could be
synonyms of the same concept (see Table 3 for a full list of determinants identified in the studies
reviewed). Management scholarship notes a distinction between the two (Ashkenas 2015), and adaptive
capacity authors who use the phrase “collaboration and cooperation” are, presumably, referring to two
19
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distinct concepts (e.g., Lockwood et al. 2015; Hill 2013; Williamson et al. 2012; Fennell & Plummer 2010;
Armitage 2005). However, Nohrstedt (2015) notes “considerable confusion in the [adaptive capacity]
literature regarding the difference between processes of collaboration, coordination, and cooperation,”
so because authors rarely define these terms, it remains uncertain whether authors are aware of the
distinction and using the appropriate term or are mistakenly conflating these concepts. The fact that
authors frequently use the same indicators (e.g., number of partners involved in a process) to measure
both concepts raises further confusion.
Many authors group determinants into higher-order dimensions, and if these higher-order
dimensions are what truly determine adaptive capacity, then some of the distinctions between
determinants within a given dimension may be less important. However, the ways in which
determinants are grouped are varied (see, e.g., frameworks in Table 1), and questions arise as to how
determinants should be grouped (e.g., should collaboration and coordination be in the same dimension
or in separate dimensions, as in Paton et al., 2007). If they are in separate dimensions, the need to
clearly define and measure the two concepts remains. Moreover, grouping determinants may overlook
the potential for trade-offs and context-specific benefits of particular determinants. For example,
determinants such as “cash,” “wealth,” “savings” and “income” could be considered indicators of a
general concept, a higher-order dimension, related to financial capital (e.g., Thulstrup, 2015). However,
Fernández-Giménez et al. (2015) note that cash and stored wealth confer different benefits (both
distinct from future income expectancy), and there may be instances in which one is preferable, so to
conclude that these determinants both serve the same higher-order function may be to overlook
potentially important nuance. Lack of conceptual definitions and clarity may mask trade-offs occurring
between these types of related determinants. There are no standard indicators for determinants of
adaptive capacity. Each study identifies a unique set of indicators for a unique set of determinants. One
indicator may be used to measure numerous concepts; e.g., Chen et al. (2015) use the number of
20
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telephone lines per household to measure social capital, while this is an indicator of socioeconomic
status for Reidsma et al. (2007) and a measure of institutional stability in Vincent (2007). Or, a
determinant in one study may appear as an indicator in a second study; e.g., “literacy” is used as an
indicator for both knowledge (e.g., Acosta et al., 2013) and education (e.g., Brooks et al., 2005;
Maldonado & Moreno-Sánchez, 2014) but also as a determinant in its own right (Egyir et al. 2015). Lack
of consensus around indicator choice is a common phenomenon in indicator-based assessments of
vulnerability and adaptability because there are no “correct” indicators for such socio-economic issues
(see, e.g., Haddad, 2005; Hinkel, 2011) and indicators must be selected based on relevance and data
availability. Authors choosing to use new indicators may reflect methodological innovation and
improvement. The potential for fragmentation lies not in the use of new indicators but in the use of new
indicators without reference to what previous works have done in similar conditions with similar data
constraints and without explanation for the decision to deviate from past work. Without this type of
comparison and debate, indicator-based assessment methods proliferate but do not necessarily
improve.

FRAGMENTATION HAS CONSEQUENCES FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
Balietti et al. (2015) found that fragmentation slows scientific progress. The development of
scientific knowledge over time relies on new studies to build on, test, and either validate, modify, or
falsify the methods, theories, and findings of previous works (see, e.g., Kuhn 1970; Popper 1963). When
new studies do not reference past works, this development slows. Efforts to compare results across
studies, either to validate findings or to gain insights across sectors, scales, or geographic conditions, are
hampered by vague terminology and inconsistent metrics. Sparse cross-citation encourages
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proliferation rather than refinement of methods, as each study uses a custom approach rather than
build on or critique previous methods.
Concentration of citations in a few studies may also distort the spread of knowledge (Greenberg
2009). When few empirical studies are cited, it is possible for hypotheses from theoretical papers to be
accepted as fact even when empirical work challenges those hypotheses. For example, the theory that
adaptive capacity depends on the scale of analysis is often stated as fact, citing one of the theoretical
papers proposing this hypothesis (Hill and Engle, 2013; Vincent, 2007; Wesche and Armitage, 2010),
even though empirical studies have found “similar patterns and determinants at these different levels
[of analysis]” (Nelson et al. 2007) and other theoretical works have noted that cross-scale interactions
are likely to affect adaptive capacity: for example, a household’s capacity is expected to inform and be
informed by community- and national-level capacities (Smit and Pilifosova 2003; Westerhoff et al. 2011).
Studies in adaptive governance have further established the importance of multi-level interactions(PahlWostl 2009; Westerhoff et al. 2011; Nalau et al. 2015), and yet “few assessments have been conducted
that investigate processes of climate adaptation governance and adaptive capacity between multiple
(i.e. national to local) scales” (Westerhoff et al. 2011). None of the studies in this review have tested
whether the determinants of adaptive capacity are scale-dependent or whether some determinants are
underlying principles that shape adaptive capacity across scales. Some degree of fragmentation is to be
expected in any scientific field. Indeed, a certain degree of fragmentation may be productive insofar as
it promotes debate, creates room for dissent, and encourages pursuit of new ideas and techniques.
Without a definitive theory or method, innovation may flourish. The multi-disciplinary nature of
research on adaptive capacity is beneficial in this way: without a standard theory or assessment method,
numerous disciplines are able to add their perspective and to expand along tangential lines of inquiry.
This study reviewed the “core” of adaptive capacity research: the most-often cited studies on adaptive
capacity and those to which adaptive capacity is so central that it was used in the title. Numerous other
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studies in a wide range of disciplines (see Figure 2a) touch upon adaptive capacity. A topical search in
Web of Science returns over 7,000 results (see Supplemental A). The challenge in such an
interdisciplinary field is to avoid the point where productive pluralism among “schools” of thought
degenerates into “anarchy and cacophony, a total lack of communication” (Mouzelis 1995). In the field
of adaptive capacity, so little communication exists between studies that it is difficult even to identify
“schools” of thought. If there were a dozen methods for assessing adaptive capacity, each with a group
of adherents debating and improving upon their method of choice, this could be a useful fragmentation.
With over a hundred methods for assessing adaptive capacity and few citations to prior work, the
adaptive capacity field looks more like cacophony than debate. What little cohesion exists appears to
occur within disciplinary communities, and if disciplinary affiliations are driving the development of
“schools” of thought, then adaptive capacity may lose the benefits of interdisciplinary inquiry.
Fragmentation may be particularly problematic in a practice-oriented field, such as adaptation
science, as divisions within the research field may translate into contradictory or confusing guidance to
practitioners. If academics are struggling to articulate the difference between similar determinants, it is
doubtful these nuances are being translated into guidance for practitioners (e.g., on when coordination
or collaboration is more appropriate or when cash may be preferred to stored wealth). For example, a
practitioner who is told equity is an important determinant of adaptive capacity might allocate
resources based on need, while one told equality is important would divide resources evenly: both
responding to empirical findings in the field but with different outcomes and no guidance on when
which is appropriate. The lack of comparative work on adaptive capacity also makes it difficult to
identify best practices and to apply learning across cases.

MOVING FORWARD WITH CONSISTENT TERMS AND METRICS
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One way to build coherence in the field is to recognize what previous work has been done. The
review of the scales, sectors, and geographic distribution of adaptive capacity research conducted
herein is intended to help future researchers situate their work with respect to what has previously
been done. The list of articles on adaptive capacity in Supplemental B provides a starting point for any
future literature review.
Another way to build coherence is to develop a set of consistently defined determinants and a
standard set of indicators for each determinant. To that end, Table 3 provides a list of the 158
determinants of adaptive capacity identified in the 276 studies reviewed. When any confusion exists as
to whether two terms should be considered distinct determinants, synonyms for the same concept, or
indicators of another determinant, the terms were included as determinants. Supplemental Materials C
provides an extended table with: a definition of each determinant, taken from the Oxford English
Dictionary or other authoritative source and modified to the climate change context as necessary; one
or more indicators commonly used to measure each determinant; an illustrative quote of how the
determinant has used in the field; and a citation to one or more studies discussing the determinant.
Determinants are provided as a comprehensive list and are not grouped into hierarchical categories
because there is no standard, majority, or pluralistic approach to grouping determinants. Similarly,
determinants are not ranked because there is insufficient comparative data to be able to conclude,
across studies, which determinants are most important. The intent of the table in Supplemental C is to
provide a resource for future studies on adaptive capacity. Future authors, when deciding what
determinants to measure and indicators to use, will be able to draw on a consistent set of defined
determinant concepts. Rather than (or in addition to) surveying experts to identify important
determinants, future researchers will be able to draw from a list of determinants already identified in
peer-reviewed literature. They will be prompted to consider nuanced differences between related
determinants (such as cooperation and collaboration), and they will be able to easily see the indicators
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that have been used in the past to measure each determinant. This will help them make an informed
choice as to whether to use, reject, or modify those indicators. By providing citations to the studies in
which those determinants and indicators were used, this table also aims to increase future cross-citation
rates to encourage debate and growth within the field. By providing specific definitions, researchers
who use these terms and definitions will enable future work to compare results across studies with the
confidence that two studies are assessing the same concept. The table will need to change over time, as
studies add elements or conclude that certain elements on this list are not consistent contributors to
adaptive capacity, but common ground – common terminology and metrics – provides a starting point.

Table 3. Comprehensive list of determinants identified in the adaptive capacity literature reviewed.
Supplemental Material C provides a table with definitions, indicators, and illustrative quotes and
citations for each determinant.
DETERMINANTS OF ADAPTIVE CAPACITY
access
accountability
administration
age
allocation
assessment
assets
attitude
authority
autonomy
awareness
beliefs
capital
cash
centralization
children
civil liberties
civil society
cognitive factors

equity
evaluation
experience
experiment
fair
family
feasibility
financial capital
flexibility
forecasting
funds
gender
geography
governance
government
grassroots
health
health care
human capital
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natural resources
networks
norms
novelty
occupation
organizations
organizational density
participatory
partnerships
perception
place attachment
planning
policies
political will
polycentric
poverty
power
projections
property rights
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cohesion

improvisation

collaboration

incentive

collective action
comanagement
communication

income
indigenous
information
Infrastructure
innovation
institutions
insurance
integration
jurisdiction
justice
knowledge
land tenure
laws
leadership
learning
legitimacy
literacy
livelihood
loans
local knowledge
loop learning
mainstream

community based natural
resource management
community-based
initiatives
competition
complexity
cooperation
coordination
coproduction
credibility
credit
culture
customary
decentralization
democratic
dependence
discourse
dissemination
diversification
early or advanced
warning system
ecological knowledge
economic capital
economic resources
education
employment
enforcement
entitlements
entrepreneurial
environmental justice
equality

management
manufactured capital
market access
market based regulations
memory
migration
mobility
monitoring
motivation
multilevel
natural capital
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psychological attributes
public private
partnerships
redundancy
regulations
relationships
relocate
reorganization
resources
rights
risk aversion
risk perception
risk spreading
savings
security
self-organization
slack
social capital
social infrastructure
social justice
social networks
socioeconomic status
subsistence
technology
traditions
traditional ecological
knowledge
trade
training
transparency
trust
values
variability / variation
vision
wealth
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DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This study primarily reviewed papers with “adaptive capacity” in the title, reasoning these would
form the core of the field. Even within this core, however, there is substantial fragmentation and
continuing debate over appropriate definitions, methods, and metrics. In addition to the common
terminology and indicators suggested in Supplemental C, a few points emerge that might provide new
directions to promote progress in future research.
Context-Dependence. One reason so many authors have developed novel methods and metrics
(i.e., 64 custom indices and 37 proxy indicators) is that adaptive capacity is thought to be highly scaleand context-dependent (e.g., Brooks et al., 2005; Vincent, 2007, Cinner et al., 2015). If this is true, at its
extreme, each new scale, sector, and geographic location may require a different method of analysis.
This may be why the field has created multiple methods for assessing adaptive capacity at household,
community, industry, organization, institution, regional, and national levels in specific contexts (see
Table 1). While adaptation to climate change must, of course, be informed by local conditions, such
extreme localism would rob the field of its ability to generalize and provide theoretical insight. It would
also complicate efforts to understand multi-scale interactions (Smit and Pilifosova 2003) and ignore
empirical work that finds substantial cross-scale and cross-context commonalities (e.g., Nelson et al.
2007). Questions for the field moving forward include: Is adaptive capacity truly scale- and contextdependent? Does the dependent nature of adaptive capacity require scale- and context-specific
assessment methods? and How can research address cross-scale interactions and identify general
patterns?
Determinant Specificity. The field has identified numerous potential determinants of adaptive
capacity (Table 3). These are “potential” determinants because the empirical evidence about which
factors actually correlate with adaptive capacity is inconsistent. It is also possible that some
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determinants are only determinants under particular circumstances (especially if adaptive capacity is
scale- or context-dependent). Adaptive capacity researchers have noted a need to shift away from
identifying new determinants and towards a better understanding of how determinants relate to one
another and function in different contexts (e.g., Bettini et al. 2015). The comparative work needed to do
this will require greater clarity and specificity in terminology to create confidence that two authors are
using the same words and indicators to refer to and measure the same concept. Ultimately, a goal for
the field would be to develop standard indicators or a comparison of different indicators to enable
cross-study comparisons of future works.
Trade-offs. Empirical research suggests there are likely to be trade-offs among determinants.
Understanding the circumstances that affect these trade-offs may require researchers to examine
determinants with greater specificity: for example, to study the relative benefits of different types of
financial capital, rather than assessing financial resources as a single determinant. One direction for
future research in the field would be to understand which determinants are most appropriate in which
circumstances, an exercise likely to require greater comparative work. It may also be time for studies to
be designed around individual determinants rather than social systems or hazards.
Practitioner Guidance. At its core, adaptive capacity research is a practical exercise – an attempt
to enable social groups to better prepare for ongoing effects of climate change. However, to date the
field has provided little practical guidance for practitioners. In part, this is connected with the lack of
clarity around determinants, but proliferation of methods may also play a role. Although numerous
methods have been developed explicitly to inform practitioners (e.g., Brown et al. 2010; Gupta et al.
2010), it is not clear that these methods are being used or influencing policy decision outcomes. Rather
than trying to serve all practitioners all the time, practice-relevant research will need to keep the goals of
end-users in mind (Moser 2010; Swart et al. 2014). Adaptive capacity research currently provides two
distinct services: 1) identifying barriers within a group that constrain adaptation, and 2) comparing
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relative adaptive capacity across groups to inform resource allocation decisions (Klein 2009). These two
goals may require different methods of analysis. Researchers who recognize this divide moving forward
will be in a better position to ensure their indicators, determinants, concepts, and methods match their
research motivations.
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Article selection
Article selection and analysis methods are summarized in Table 1 and broadly follow the
principles for systematic reviews of adaptation research identified by Berrang-Ford et al. (2015).
January 2016 the author ran a Web of Science search for all entries in all databases with title = “adaptive
capacity” published between 1900 and 2015. This yielded 529 results; I (the author) downloaded
citation information for all results. A title search was used to target studies with adaptive capacity as the
central theme and to limit results to a number of papers that could be feasibly manually read and coded.
Recognizing that some authors may not use “adaptive capacity” in the title, an additional search for
entries with topic = “adaptive capacity” was run, the 7,390 results sorted based on citation frequency,
and the top 20 most-cited results recorded.
Results were screened to remove duplicates (n=34) and non-studies (i.e., figures and patents,
n=34) and filtered using bibliographic information (title, journal title, abstract where necessary) to select
studies focused on the adaptation of social or social-ecological systems (rather than engineering,
computer, or biological systems). I considered studies on the psychological adaptive capacity of
individuals responding to mental illness to be medical and therefore non-social systems. In general,
these decisions were very straightforward. As an example, a study published in Human Dimensions of
Wildlife titled “Contextual Awareness in Long-Term Partnerships Builds Adaptive Capacity for
Conservation” was considered a study of a social system, but a study titled “Adaptive capacity of the
right ventricle: Why does it fail?” published in the American Journal of Physiology was considered a non-

social study. When the title was unclear, I located and read the abstract and skimmed the article text if
necessary to make a decision. For non-English studies (n=14), I used Google Translate to translate the
article and journal title to make a decision. I identified 312 studies focused on social systems and 169
non-social studies.
Of the 312 social adaptive capacity studies, two non-English results were omitted (one Russian,
one French). Full-length texts of 276 (88%) were available through Web of Science, Google searches,
ResearchGate, Academia, Stanford Library, or communication with the authors. The review therefore
includes 276 full-length English-language academic and practitioner studies on the adaptive capacity of
social or social-ecological systems published between 1947 and 2015.

Table 1. Review protocol.
Step

Description of Step

Search

Search Web of Science: all
databases 1900-2015

Screen

Remove duplicates and
non-studies or reports

Filter

Identify texts focused on
adaptation of social
systems

Collect
Texts

Acquire full-length texts for
results related to
adaptation of social
systems

Decision Criteria
1) all results title = "adaptive
capacity" (n = 529)
2) top 20 most cited results
topic = "adaptive capacity" (n
= 20)
Remove duplicate results (n =
34)
and non-studies (e.g., patents,
n=34)
Assign studies to groups:
Biology (Ecology), n=70;
Computer Science, n=17;
Engineering, n=11; Medicine
(Psychology), n=71; Social
System, n=312; Retain social
system texts
Available through journal,
library sharing, author
communication (2 non-English
texts omitted)

Results
Bibliographic data for
549 results

Removed 68 results

Database of 312 studies
focused on adaptive
capacity of social
systems
Full-length texts of 276
articles, conference
proceedings, and
reports (88% of social
systems results)

Read

Close reading

Code
Gather bibliometric and
Bibliometric
content data on each study
Data

Citation
Network

Analyze

Read and annotate all fulllength texts; identify
determinant terms and
synonyms; qualitative content
analysis

Quotes, indicators, and
illustrative examples of
158 determinants of
adaptive capacity

24 data points gathered for
each full-length study (see
Table 2)

Database of 276 studies
on adaptive capacity,
with 24 data points on
each (6624 data points
in total)

Computer code matches titles
in reference sections to create
directed network with studies
Create network of crossas nodes and edges as
citations within the 276 full- citations; Visualized and
length texts
analyzed in Gephi 0.8.2;
Collect out-of-network
citation data from Web of
Science
Assess qualitative content,
Descriptive and numeric
bibliometric, and citation
analysis of studies on
network analyses in iterative
adaptive capacity
process

Citation network with
276 nodes (studies) and
542 edges (in-network
citations)

Statistics, figures, and
examples as described
in Results

Coding and analysis
Each of the 276 studies was manually read and coded for 24 variables (Table 2) related to who,
what, where, and how the research was conducted. Variable selection and coding were iterative
processes, with new variables added and prior papers re-coded as necessary. Geographic and
disciplinary affiliations were coded using the institutional affiliation listed for each author in the study
text. Affiliations were only coded for the first four authors of each paper, as the average study had
fewer than four authors (mean=3.27) and the first four authors were assumed to have contributed
most. Qualitative content analysis methods, including coding and category development (see Mayring,
2000), were used to identify common themes and illustrative examples. A directed network of citations
within the 276 articles was created using R software and a custom script that matches article titles in
references (Siders 2018). Citation networks enable analysis of how concepts and methods spread and

evolve within fields (see Calero-Medina & Noyons, 2008; Easley & Kleinberg, 2010). The network was
visualized and analyzed using Gephi 0.8.2 open source software.

Table 2. Variables coded for each study reviewed.
Bibliometric Data
Citation Information
Title
Authors
Journal
Year of publication
Author Information
Number of authors
Disciplinary affiliation of first 4 authors (according to department affiliation
provided in the publication)
Geographic affiliation of first 4 authors (according to institutional affiliation
provided in the publication)
Multi- and interdisciplinarity (teams comprised of authors from multiple
disciplines or teams of authors from interdisciplinary fields)
Study Information
Research field
Source of change requiring adaptation
Topical sector (e.g. water, forestry, agriculture, urban)
Hazard under study (if any)
Scale/Unit of analysis (e.g., household, community, region, nation,
ecosystem, global)
Geographic location of study (locality and continent)
Study design
Data sources used (two primary sources)
Adaptive Capacity (AC) Specific
How (and if) AC defined
AC characterized, measured, or applied
Method used to evaluate AC

Script for creating citation network:
A.R. Siders (2018), R script for creating a cross-citation network, GitHub repository,
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1422870.
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Supplemental Material C
Determinants of Adaptive Capacity Defined
Submitted with A.R. Siders, Adaptive capacity to climate change: A synthesis of concepts, methods, and findings in a fragmented field

A review of the published academic and grey literature on adaptive capacity identified 158 factors thought to determine the adaptive capacity of
a group of people. To provide greater transparency and consistency in future research on adaptive capacity, this table lists all 158 determinants
and provides a definition for each (drawn from the Oxford English Dictionary and modified to the climate adaptation context) along with
illustrative quotes and examples of the types of indicators commonly used to assess each determinant. Connections to the literature, indicators,
and quotes illustrative rather than comprehensive. Determinants are organized alphabetically.
DETERMINANT

LITERATURE
CONNECTIONS

CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATORS

EXAMPLE QUOTE

access

power, opportunity,
permission, or right to
acquire, benefit from, use, or
influence systems, services,
or goods (information,
resources)

Sustainable Livelihood
Approach (Thulstrup 2015);
Presence or absence of good
requiring access; Presence of
technology enabling access (e.g.
phones enabling access to
information)

"It [Governance] can be formally institutionalized
or expressed through subtle norms of interaction
or even more indirectly by influencing the
agendas and shaping the contexts in which actors
contest decisions and determine access to
resources." (Lebel et al. 2006)
"Better education, among many other things,
results in better health for mothers and children
because of improved access to crucial information
and health care." (Lutz 2010)

Lebel et al. 2006;
Thulstrup 2015; Lutz
2010

accountability

liability to answer for one's
conduct, performance of
duties, decisions; especially
with respect to governments
responding to citizen
judgement

Presence or absence of
complaint and retribution
mechanisms against
government agencies

"The decentralization process, far from increasing
local accountability, further exacerbated the
social vulnerability to coastal storms." (Adger
2003)
"Accountability focuses on the ability of affected
groups to hold power holders responsible for
their decisions." (Ensor et al. 2015)

Brooks et al. 2005; Ensor
et al. 2015; Pettersson &
Keskitalo 2013
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DETERMINANT

administration

Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION
action of carrying out or
overseeing the tasks
necessary to run an
organization, bring about a
state of affairs, etc.; the
people within an
organization who are
responsible for this,
considered collectively

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

scale of administration
jurisdiction; institutional
capacity

"In the context of the concern here, namely the
roles played by civic officials and administrations,
it is this ability to reconstruct roles in ways not
institutionally prescribed that may make the
difference between a community with resilience
and adaptive capacity, and one that remains
vulnerable and threatened by environmental
changes." (Matthews & Sydneysmith 2010)
"While the territory is administered as a single
block, it is not necessarily perceived as such by
those who use it." (Wesche & Armitage 2010)

Matthews &
Sydneysmith 2010;
Wesche & Armitage
2010; Richmond &
Sovacool 2012

age

1) demographic marker;
associated with health,
mobility, and status; 2) may
also be used to describe
quality or state of
infrastructure

age of head of household; age
dependency ratio

allocation

designating responsibilities
and resources to particular
persons or groups; especially
with regard to government
prioritization of resources

pattern of resource distribution

assessment

to evaluate a person or thing;
to estimate the quality, value
or extent of, to gauge or
judge

existence of a process for
actor/social group to assess
needs and vulnerabilities

SI Part B - 2

"Socially disaggregated analyses found that the
young, those who had migrated, and those who
do not participate in decision-making seemed
least prepared for adapting to change in these
resource-dependent communities." (Cinner et al.
2015)
"... positive correlations between firm size,
operation type, and firm age of textile and
garment SMEs in Vietnam and their adaptive
capacity in response to environmental
requirements." (Nguyen et al. 2015)
"... [Vulnerable populations] that have achieved
success have done so mainly at the microlevel,
while the structural factors that determine the
allocation of power and resources remain
fundamentally unchanged." (Dumaru 2010)
"Again, it must be emphasised that adaptation
funds allocation is a much wider problem than
the one of designing an allocation algorithm. The
primary problem is ... stakeholders creating an
appropriate institution for the allocation." (Hinkel
2011)
"The purpose of this paper is to outline a
participatory self-assessment process that
facilitates engagement with private land
managers and assists CBNRM groups to monitor
the capacity of private land managers to manage
natural resources." (Brown et al. 2010)

Cinner et al. 2015;
Nguyen et al. 2015; Berry
et al. 2011; Juhola et al.
2012; Notenbaert et al.
2012

Dumaru 2010; Hinkel
2011

Brown et al. 2010
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

assets

items of value owned; in
context, particularly those
items that may be drawn on
during times of need

attitude

settled behavior or manner
of acting, as representative
of feeling or opinion

authority

power or right to give orders,
make decisions, and enforce
obedience; in context,
applies to individuals' ability
to act on their own and
governments' or groups'
ability to enforce action by
others

autonomy

the condition or right to
make own decisions and
administer own affairs; the
power and right to act
independently without
external direction

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

value of farm equipment;
measures of wealth;
attractiveness of natural
environment

perceptions of risk; willingness
to engage in a new practice

EXAMPLE QUOTE
"As such, the experts characterized capacities in
terms of categories of assets or ‘‘capitals’’ which
the household either owned or directly controlled
(e.g., land, family labor), or to which the
household had access (e.g., transport, credit)."
(Eakin et al. 2011)
"Adaptive capacity increases with the fair
distribution of assets (e.g. economic and natural
resources, technologies, skills, infrastructure) and
equitable institutions (e.g. access to health care,
education)." (Gain et al. 2013)
"By contrast, it is constrained when, for example,
deep-rooted attitudes and behaviors of an
individual or society undermine the ability to
adapt to new situations (Scheffer and Westley
2007)." (Bohensky et al. 2010)
"Micro-dosing is enabling farmers to adapt their
attitude toward, and their practice of, fertilizer
use as well as allowing their support agents to
adapt their fertilizer recommendations and
distribution strategies." (Twomlow 2008)

LITERATURE

Smit & Pilisofova 2001;
Keskitalo et al. 2010;
Eakin et al. 2011; Gain et
al. 2013; Kruse et al.
2013

Twomlow 2008;
Bohensky et al. 2010;
Saroar & Routray 2011;
Haase 2011; Inderberg
2012

legal designation to oversee a
sector or area; land or property
ownership

"In terms of ‘authority’ it is not so much the lack
of political will to implement adaptation
measures, but the lack of problem awareness and
skills to fully understand the issue which led to a
‘medium’ score." (Grecksch 2015)
"… it is critical that there is good leadership in
place as well as the necessary authority and skills
to guide the process." (Papadaskalopoulou et al.
2015)

Matthews &
Sydneysmith 2010;
Williamson et al. 2012;
Grecksch 2015;
Papadaskalopoulou et al.
2015

land management rights

"Lack of autonomy and authority to invoke
adaptation at relevant scales." (Williamson et al.
2012)
"One explanation is that the municipalities have a
high degree of autonomy, which enables public
managers to design structures and procedures for
collaboration tailored to local resources and
needs." (Nohrstedt 2015)

Gupta et al. 2010;
Kalikoski et al. 2010;
Coleman 2011;
Williamson et al. 2012;
Nohrstedt 2015
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DETERMINANT

CONCEPT DEFINTION

awareness

to be informed, cognizant,
conscious, sensible; to know
of; in context, an actor may
be aware of risks, hazards,
underlying causes of hazards,
system mechanics, or
adaptation strategies

based on
interview/questionnaire
responses; perceived future risk

beliefs

mental conviction; also habit
of trusting or having
confidence in a person or
thing; trust, dependence,
reliance

Religious status; based on
interview/questionnaire
responses

capital

one of five "capitals": human,
social, financial, natural,
manufactured; often used to
refer primarily to financial:
real or financial assets
possessing a monetary value;
the stock with which a
company, corporation, or
individual enter into
business; accumulate wealth
or goods, especially as used
in further production

cash

money in the form of coin;
ready money

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE
"...social capital and local awareness about
ecological conditions may act as enhancers of
adaptive capacity." (del Pilar Moreno-Sanchez &
Maldonado 2013)
"We empirically show that primary producers that
have higher climate change awareness also have
a higher capacity to adapt on at least three
dimensions of adaptive capacity." (Marshall et al.
2014)
"Adopting a cognitive model to gain such insights
we conclude that individual’s belief in their own
abilities to manage water stress play a crucial role
in driving intentions to adapt and therefore
greater attention needs to be placed on
understanding the underling drivers shaping such
beliefs." (Kuruppu & Liverman 2011)
"...people’s beliefs about risks, chances and
adaptation options drive much of the process of
adaptation to climate change..." (Grothmann &
Patt 2005)

LITERATURE

del Pilar MorenoSanchez & Maldonado
2013; Brown et al. 2014;
Marshall et al. 2014;
Quiroga et al. 2015

Grothmann & Patt 2005;
Haase 2011; Reed et al.
2014; Tiller et al. 2014

indicator depends on type of
capital: e.g., financial: wealth,
savings, number of cattle;
social: number of close friends,
membership in organization,
trust

"Some households possess more adaptive
capacity given their better access to capital while
others remain vulnerable because they are
constrained in accessing resources and engage in
nondiversified livelihoods." (Thulstrup 2015)
"The balance between the five capitals for land
managers is as important as the amount of any
one type of capital, because the five capitals can
complement and substitute for each other in the
process of generating livelihoods (Ellis, 2000)."
(Brown et al. 2010)

Pelling & High 2005;
Brown et al. 2010; Chen
et al. 2015; Tinch et al.
2015; Thulstrup 2015

ability of individual to turn cash
into physical goods; amount in
local currency

"Storage may also be in the form of cash savings
and stockpiled food supplies. Herders whose
wealth is in the form of large herds have an
advantage over those who have fewer animals,
but they would likely be even better off if they
had converted more of their animals to cash by
selling them in the fall and banking the proceeds."
(Fernandez-Gimenez et al. 2015)

Notenbaert et al. 2012;
Maldonado & MorenoSanchez 2014;
Fernandez-Gimenez et
al. 2015
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centralization

children

civil liberties

civil society
(NGOs)
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

"This high degree of engagement … stands in
stark contrast to the disengagement and even
alienation from management in more centralized
commercial fisheries, which has been shown to
be a key issue in failure to implement measures
that could support regional fishery sustainability
[24]." (McClenachan et al. 2015)
"Modular system structure and decentralized
control lead to higher degree of adaptiveness and
robustness of a system (Pahl-Wostl, 1995; Miller
and Page, 2007)." (Pahl-Wostl 2009)

Spiess 2008; Pahl-Wostl
2009; Bohensky et al.
2010; Gupta et al. 2010;
Eakin et al. 2011;
Mandryk et al. 2015;
McClenachan et al. 2015

number of children in
household; presence or absence
of children; dependency ratio of
household

"Households with a high degree of dependency,
whether through children, the elderly, or the
infirm are likely to have less adaptive capacity."
(Vincent 2007)
"Generally, the elderly and families with children
were more willing to evacuate than others."
(Jakes & Langer 2011)

Vincent 2007; Jakes &
Langer 2011; Egyir et al.
2015

indicators from Freedom House

"The following vulnerability proxies were found to
be correlated with decadal mortality outcome at
the 10% significance level, and are therefore
adopted as our key indicators of vulnerability: …
(7) civil liberties. …" (Brooks et al. 2005)

Yohe & Tol 2002; Brooks
et al. 2005; Haddad 2005

membership in civil groups (e.g.
civil defense groups Nohrstedt
2015)

"[Water governance] is also defined as better
coordination and information across sectors and
policy fields accompanied with enhanced
participation by civil society groups and water
users (see Conca, 2006; Huitema et al., 2009;
Pahl-Wostl, 2009; Teisman et al., 2013)."
(Grecksch 2015)

Fernandez-Gimenez et
al. 2015; Grecksch 2015;
Nohrstedt 2015; Aase et
al. 2013

the action or process of
bringing to or gathering at a
centre; the fact of being
centralized in this way;
especially concentrating
governmental or
administrative power and
control in a central authority
young persons beneath the
age of puberty; in context,
may refer to an actor's age,
or may refer to a person's
family obligations (i.e., need
to provide for dependents)
social and political freedoms
that are considered to be the
entitlement of all members
of a community
all social groups, above the
level of the family, which
engage in voluntary collective
action or operate for the
collective good independent
of state control or
commercial influence
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EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

indicator depends on type of
cognitive factor; often based on
interviews/questionnaire
responses

"Cognitive factors, including higher levels of risk
perception and perceived adaptive capacity, can
positively influence people’s motivation to adjust
to natural hazards (Grothmann and Patt 2005;
Grothmann and Reusswig 2006). Hence,
motivation and associated cognitive factors
constitute another determinant of adaptive
capacity" (Lopez-Marrero 2010)
"This situation results in a cognitive ratchet
known as the shifting baseline syndrome (SBS)
describing perceptions of ecosystem change that
are not matching the actual changes taking place
in the environment (Pauly, 1995).... Therefore,
cognitive processes such as SBS, which result in a
loss of knowledge on past ecosystems, may have
critical impacts on community resilience."
(Fernandez-Llamazares et al. 2015)

Sharma et al. 2009;
Lopez-Marrero 2010;
Grothmann et al. 2013;
Moreno-Sanchez &
Maldonado 2013;
Fernandez-Llamazares et
al. 2015

cohesion

of persons, to stick together,
to unite or remain united in
action

trust; interview /questionnaire
responses

"Social cohesion and institutional relationships:
Kinship and friendship ties among fishing
communities are important mechanisms which
allow fishers and their families to minimize
uncertainties" (Kalikoski et al. 2010)
"...a disruption of social cohesion reduces
people’s adaptive capacity, making them less
resilient to environmental stress (Adger, 2000;
Adger et al., 2003; Scoones et al., 1996)."
(Grothmann & Patt 2005)

Grothmann & Patt 2005;
Kalikoski et al. 2010;
Endfield 2012; Hill &
Engle 2013; Bettini et al.
2015

collaboration

to work in conjunction with
another or others, to
cooperate

interview / questionnaire
responses; formal channels for
cooperation

"However, a close collaboration between the
state and industry is crucial for adaptive
management." (Harsem & Hoel 2012)

Engle 2012; Harsem &
Hoel 2012; Grecksch
2015

presence or absence of
examples of groups working to
achieve a common purpose

"In Milaor, however, the benefits of collective
action were more explicit. For instance, small
farm reservoirs were being repaired and
maintained through the voluntary and collective
efforts of local farmers." (Cuesta & Ranola 2009)
"Collective action when harnessed by personal
agency results into desired trajectories thus
strengthening communities’ adaptive capacity."
(Tan & Pulhin 2012)

Cuesta & Ranola 2009;
Tan & Pulhin 2012

cognitive factors

collective action

CONCEPT DEFINTION

related to the action or
faculty of knowledge;
consciousness; acquaintance
with a subject; in context,
often used to differentiate
matters of knowledge,
awareness, and motivation
from financial or physical
traits

a number of people working
together to achieve a
common objective
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comanagement

communication

community based
natural resource
management

community-based
initiatives

competition
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CONCEPT DEFINTION
management of natural
resources in which
government shares power
with resource users with
each given specific rights and
responsibilities
interpersonal contact, social
interaction, association; the
transmission or exchange of
information, knowledge, or
ideas, by means of speech,
writing, mechanical or
electronic media; an instance
of this
collective use and
management of resources by,
or in conjunction with,
community members and
resource users
programs, policies and
projects that are 1) designed
to address local community
context or 2) designed and
implemented by community
members or with community
support

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

"Adaptive comanagement and adaptive
governance concepts are also often utilized in
relation to resilience frameworks, which may
conceive of adaptations as actions that may
increase resilience" (Keskitalo 2013)

LITERATURE

Pearce et al. 2009;
Keskitalo 2013

number of phones per
population; number of
telephone poles in area

"Communication (telephones): The
communication capacity was estimated from the
variable of fixed and mobile telephone
subscribers per 100 people." (Lam et al. 2014)
"Documents from the Carolinas did not indicate
specific use of climate projections or scenario
planning but did express the need for public
communication, decision making, and planningoriented tools like facilitation guides or easy-tounderstand visual aids." (Dilling et al. 2015)

Acosta et al. 2013; Lam
et al. 2014; Dilling et al.
2015

presence or absence of CBNRM
groups; training in CBNRM
principles

"In our study sites, formal CBNRM organizations
often facilitate the implementation of adaptive
strategies that reduce household and community
vulnerability to dzud." (Fernandez-Gimenez 2015)

Armitage 2005;
Fernandez-Gimenez
2015

presence or absence of
community-based groups

"[Community Based Adaptation] CBAs have two
main discerning features: awareness raising on
climate change and the incorporation of future
climate risks into the design of project activities."
(Dumaru 2010)
"[Community Based Water Management] CBWM
is central to this holistic approach. It represents
an imperative to balance economic, ecological
and social considerations." (da Costa Silva 2011)

Dumaru 2010; da Costa
Silva 2011; Ensor et al.
2015

"Therefore the increasing competition for
resources between artisanal and industrial
fisheries and the technological improvements
(e.g. more powerful engines and the use of
sonars) undermined important factors that made
artisanal fisheries resilient in the past, i.e. the
limited time and areas of resource exploitation."
(Kalikoski et al. 2010)
"Competition provides a strong incentive and
motivation for adaptation and ensures that
agents are innovative and adaptive." (Williamson
et al. 2012)

Kalikoski et al. 2010;
Johnston & Hessah 2012;
Williamson et al. 2012;
Tiller et al. 2014

the striving of two or more
for the same object; in
context often refers to
division of resources among
multiple users
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Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

complexity

composite nature or
structure; involved, intricate,
complicated

clashes among institutional
rules; number of associations
necessary for action

cooperation

to work together, act in
conjunction, with another
person or thing to an end or
purpose

examples of working with one
another or providing
information or goods

coordination

to place things,
organizations, or activities in
proper position relative to
one another; harmonious
combination of agents or
functions towards the
production of a result

coproduction

practice in the delivery of
social services in which public
citizens are involved in the
creation of policies and
services; related to comanagement

two institutions maintaining
similar processes and timelines

EXAMPLE QUOTE
"De Bruin et al. (2009) used the term institutional
complexity to assess the institutional
environment for the implementation of various
adaptation options to climate change." (Mandryk
et al. 2015)
"A household is therefore one element within a
larger, complex system of governance that
influences vulnerability to hazards that arise from
climate change (Fig. 1). This complexity poses
challenges for effective household responses to
manage risk." (Elrick-Barr et al. 2014)
"Furthermore, cooperation between
organisations in any complex system has been
identified in the literature as one of the key
aspects of adaptive capacity (Pelling and High
2005a; Preston and Stafford-Smith 2009)."
(Larson et al. 2013)
"This may involve the level of integration
between administrative, regulative and legal
frameworks, and the cooperation between
organizations and other informal relationships."
(Bettini et al. 2015)
"Good inter-sectoral coordination is also
important since policies in other sectors such as
agriculture, transportation and resource
development will have significant impacts on
forests (Seppälä et al. 2009)." (Brown et al. 2010)
"Without careful consideration and coordination
between state and local CWS scales, attempts to
improve adaptive capacity may conflict with one
another." (Engle 2012)
"Problem-oriented coproduction of knowledge
can take place if both indigenous people and
scientists recognize that their knowledge is
partial, and apparent contradictions are solved if
knowledge is not taken out of its cultural context
(Berkes 2012a)." (Boillat & Berkes 2013)
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LITERATURE

Hamlet 2011; Elrick-Barr
et al. 2014; Mandryk et
al. 2015; Nohrstedt 2015

Caretta & Borjeson 2014;
Bettini et al. 2015

Brown et al. 2010; Engle
2012; Mandryk et al.
2015;
Papadaskalopoulou et al.
2015

Boillat & Berkes 2013;
Plummer & Armitage
2010
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

credibility

believable, justifying
confidence, convincing,
principled, or authentic and
often, as a corollary,
accurate; trustworthy,
reliable

interview / questionnaire
responses; ranking of
information sources; relative
use of sources

credit

ability of actors to acquire
assets from external actors;
often through formal
institutions

presence of lenders in area;
self-reported in
interviews/questionnaires;
perceived need

culture

distinctive ideas, customs,
social behavior, products, or
way of life of a particular
group of people; also
philosophy and attitudes of
an institution or organization;
related to customs and
traditions

customary

a habitual or usual practice; a
common way of acting; often
refers to shared communal
practices

EXAMPLE QUOTE
"The credibility of the information source is as
important as the information itself." (Saroar &
Routray 2011)
"However, institutions may face challenges
relating to credibility and leadership (as identified
through the historical cases), particularly in
relation to complex and uncertain sustainability
issues, which may ultimately affect the
effectiveness of their programs." (Keys et al.
2013)
"In fact, while the lack of access to credit has
been singled out as a deterrent to women´s
adaptive capacity (Hurni and Osman-Elasha,
2009), the potential linkages between
microfinance, gender and adaptive capacity are
still poorly understood (Agrawala and Carraro,
2010)." (Caretta 2014)

LITERATURE

Tol & Yohe 2007; Eakin
et al. 2011; Saroar &
Routray 2011; Keys et al.
2013

Notenbaert et al. 2012;
Caretta 2014; AntwiAgyei et al. 2015; Cinner
et al. 2015

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"Culture is important in shaping values and
attitudes, and associated norms " (Wesche &
Armitage 2010)
"However, culture may equally support or inhibit
experimentation: marginalized communities have
exhibited both conservatism and experimentation
as a strategy to deal with environmental change
(Patt, 2008; Ensor and Berger, 2009b)." (Ensor &
Weragoda 2009)

Ensor & Weragoda 2009;
Wesche & Armitage
2010; Kuruppu &
Liverman 2011;
Inderberg 2012

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"Forests and trees are often managed at the local
level under customary agreements, particularly as
trees and tree ownership are strong indicators of
land ownership. However, in both countries, the
state is officially the guardian or the owner of the
forest." (Brockhaus et al. 2012)
"Despite government’s assumption that there
were no customary local-based institutions in
Lake Malombe, in fact, they existed and the newly
comanagement system established helped to
disrupt them (Hara et al. 2002)." (Plummer &
Armitage 2010)

Plummer & Armitage
2010; Brockhaus et al.
2012; Boillat & Berkes
2013; Sherman et al.
2015
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

decentralization

the weakening of the central
authority and distribution of
its functions among the
branches or local
administrative bodies

relative number of actors or
groups

democratic

system of government in
which all people are involved
in making decisions or have
the right to vote

questionnaire (experts rank gov
from autocratic to democratic);
democratization index (Finnish
Social Science Data Archive)

dependence

relation of having existence
hanging upon, or conditioned
by, the existence of
something else; reliance; in
context most often used to
describe individuals with
resource-based incomes
(e.g., fishers) whose
livelihoods depend on the
availability of a resource;
may also describe a
community or nation (e.g.
dependence on oil)

age dependency ratio; presence
of irrigation (dependence on
rain); % livelihoods related to
natural resources
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EXAMPLE QUOTE
"Decentralization is often advocated for
improving environmental management, including
interventions to reduce disaster risk, with the
expectation that locally defined responses may be
most effective to address local vulnerabilities
(Wisner et al., 2004; Gopalakrishnan and Okada,
2007). Water and flood risk management,
however, pose particular challenges for
decentralization, given that the causes and
consequences of flooding manifest on multiple
and interacting spatial scales (see Ferreyra et al.,
2008; Lebel et al., 2005)." (Eakin et al. 2010)
"Particularly if they proceed without rigorously
democratic regulation to ensure transparency and
low barriers to entry and exit, markets can rapidly
aggravate or generate socio-material inequities
(National Research Council, 2002a)." (Brewer
2013)

"In contrast to the level of industrialisation, the
high dependence on natural resources for
livelihoods in southern Africa means that
advances in desertification and climate change
adaptation have great potential to enhance
adaptive capacities, but require appropriate
interpretation and communication." (Seely et al.
2008)
"Dependent on federal transfer payments, limited
economic diversity" (Budreau & McBean 2007)

LITERATURE

Saldana-Zorrilla 2008;
Allen & Holling 2010;
Eakin et al. 2010;
Brockhaus et al. 2012;
Brewer 2013

Alberini et al. 2006; Eakin
et al. 2010, 2011; Juhola
et al. 2012; Brewer 2013

Budreau & McBean
2007; Seely et al. 2008;
Juhola et al. 2012;
Moreno-Sanchez &
Maldonado 2013; Rani &
Maheswari 2015
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

discourse

to consider, go through, or
treat in speech or writing; to
discuss, talk over, or
converse about; to speak
with another or others, to
talk, converse; to engage in
discussion about a particular
matter

dissemination

to spread abroad, diffuse,
promulgate (opinions,
statements, knowledge, etc.);
in context, used primarily to
describe system for
spreading knowledge and
information

network analysis; presence of
technology to enable
information access (e.g. radio,
phones, internet); reports or
observations of knowledge
sharing

diversification

rendered diverse, different,
or varied in form, features, or
qualities; to give variety or
diversity to; to variegate,
vary, modify, to differentiate
from

number of livelihoods; number
of livelihoods dependent on
different resources; number of
species of livestock; number of
different crops
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EXAMPLE QUOTE
"Such emotions can be shaped by the tone of
various social discourses (e.g. media, politicians,
friends) pertaining to climate change which
Kasperson et al. (1988) refers to as social
amplification of risk." (Kuruppu & Liverman 2011)
"In this context, the professional organizations
and individual timber companies develop a
defensive discourse and strategy advocating the
preservation of an adequate timber supply in
quantity and quality according to their usual
criteria, without showing anticipation of the
constraints of climate change on the supply." (van
Gameren & Zaccai 2015)
"Accordingly, factors such as literacy, education,
access to scientific knowledge, and knowledge
dissemination and forums for such knowledge
dissemination are important, similar to what
Eakin and Lemos 2006 define as human capital
(and as the information part of their Information
and technology determinant)." (Keskitalo et al.
2010)
"Horizontal, farmer-to-farmer relationships
enabled immediate dissemination of the research
through a process of shared experiences, in which
individuals from outside the project were able to
interact with the experiments and
experimenters." (Ensor & Weragoda 2009)
"However, Paavola (2008) has observed that
households that depend upon agriculture for
livelihoods have sought to escape the
vulnerability cycle by adopting a diversification
strategy." (Egyir et al. 2015)
"Diversified institutions can in- crease adaptive
capacity by enabling rationalities more attuned to
ecological variation, and to the feasibility of
generating alternate futures through strategic
investments of human capital." (Brewer 2013)

LITERATURE

Kuruppu & Liverman
2011; McCarthy et al.
2011; Brockhaus et al.
2012; van Gameren &
Zaccai 2015

Ensor & Weragoda 2009;
Meenawat & Sovacool
2010; Keys et al. 2013

Sydneysmith et al. 2010;
Notenbaert et al. 2012;
Wright et al. 2012;
Brewer 2013; Egyir et al.
2015
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early or advanced
warning system

ecological
knowledge

economic capital

Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION

system used to detect and
provide notice of an
impending hazard event (e.g.
earthquake, tsunami, or
hurricane) to enable
populace to evacuate or take
protective measures

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

presence or absence of system;
% population notified by
system; % population who
report modifying behavior
based on warning

"Early warning systems at lakes and river
junctions and siren towers at glacial lakes and
other locations will increase the preparedness of
community leaders and reduce risk and unwanted
consequences. " (Meenawat & Sovacool 2010)
"Survey-based research targeting elderly
residents (.65 yr) in four North American cities
(including Phoenix) sought to examine the
effectiveness of heat-watch warning systems
(Sheridan 2007). Despite widespread awareness
of heat warnings in the Phoenix area (90% of
elderly residents surveyed were aware of heat
warnings), on average, only 35% of Phoenix
respondents reported modifying behaviors to
reduce exposure during extreme heat events
(Sheridan 2007)." (Hayden et al. 2011)

Sharma et al. 2009;
Meenawat & Sovacool
2010; Hayden et al.
2011; Keogh et al. 2011;
Richmond & Sovacool
2012

"Dietz et al. (2003) define adaptive governance as
a process by which institutional arrangements
and ecological knowledge are continuously tested
and revised through dynamic, self-organised and
learning-by-doing processes." (Larson et al. 2013)

Larson et al. 2013; Tiller
et al. 2015

"Pangasinan rainfed upland farmers ranked
lowest in economic capital and would therefore
need interventions particularly in augmenting and
diversifying income sources. Poverty incidence is
highest in this ecozone." (Penalba & Elazegui
2013)
"In the cases already noted, it makes sense not to
build community resources that necessarily
require large amounts of economic capital, but
instead to develop social capital." (Lopez-Marrero
& Yarnal 2009)

Williamson et al. 2012;
Penalba & Elazegui 2013;
Reed et al. 2014

knowledge of local
ecosystems and resources;
usually refers to local or
traditional ecological
knowledge
1) amount of capital a firm
needs to ensure the company
stays solvent in face of risks it
acquires [Investopedia]; 2) a
nation's current production
of valued goods and services
plus capacity to produce
them in the future [Business
Dictionary]

Local industrial base; Physical
infrastructure (roads and
buildings); Financial capital (e.g.
Williamson et al. 2012); Area
and ownership of land;
Household income; % of
households above/below
threshold level (e.g. Penalba &
Elazegui 2013)
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

economic
resources

goods or services available to
individuals and businesses
used to produce valuable
products or services (classics
are land, labor, and capital)

household income; savings;
credit lines or access to credit;
availability of funds; resources
budgeted to an agency or
organization

education

systematic instruction,
teaching, or training in
various academic and nonacademic subjects given to or
received by a child, typically
at a school; the course of
scholastic instruction a
person receives in his or her
lifetime; also instruction or
training given to an adult

literacy rates; enrolment rates;
years of education attained by
head of household; trends in
years of schooling completed;
school/institutional availability
measure

employment

paid work in the service of an
employer; especially in
return for wages or a salary
under an employment
contraction; a position of
regular work

number of employees;
unemployment rates; proximity
of employers
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EXAMPLE QUOTE
"However, it was evident that it is not a lack of
economic resources in absolute terms. Rather,
there were concerns about how increased
spending to fund adaptation would be received
by the politicians…" (Rudberg et al. 2012)
"Clear distinctions on the importance of economic
resources can be seen across the case studies
with regard to market integration (and the
competitive culture this generates) and with
regard to the size or scale of the actor in
question." (Keskitalo et al. 2010)
"The questionnaire results show that residents
generally have the economic resources to support
their households and cover day-to-day expenses.
However, many have insufficient savings or the
access to credit needed to weather prolonged
evacuation, recovery, or reconstruction." (LopezMarrero & Yarnal 2009)
"The opportunity to attend an educational
institution enhances one’s chances for increasing
knowledge and therefore one’s ability to
appreciate and prepare for future situations such
as climate change impacts. At the same time, the
institutions themselves may support different
learning processes (schools, universities, research
centres) that provide additional impetus for
enhancing skills and knowledge (Adger, 2003)."
(Wall & Marzall 2006)
"We also see a strong relationship between
education and adaptability. Households with
more educated members are likelier to be
introducing new agricultural practices." (Wright et
al. 2012)
"Macubeni is remote, with little infrastructure or
formal employment opportunities, and therefore
households are reliant on family members
sending remittances from urban centres, arable
production, livestock and ecosystem goods and
services as described earlier (Shackleton and
Gambiza 2008)" (Fabricius & Cundill 2010)

LITERATURE

Smit & Pilisofova 2001;
Lopez-Marrero & Yarnal
2009; Keskitalo et al.
2010; Rudberg et al.
2012

Yohe & Tol 2002; Wall &
Marzall 2006; Posey
2009; Hayden et al.
2011; Saroar & Routray
2011; Wright et al. 2012

Fabricius & Cundill 2010;
Eakin et al. 2011; Tiller &
Richards 2015
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

enforcement

to compel the observance of
a law; to support by force a
claim, demand, obligation

presence of enforcement
personnel; legislation or
regulations enabling censure

entitlements

a legal right or just claim to
do, receive, or possess
something

entrepreneurial

enterprising; one who takes
on risk to create a new
venture; in context often
used to describe one's
inclination to risk in a
financial sense

environmental
justice

fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people
regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect
to development, implementation, and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies

SI Part B - 14

EXAMPLE QUOTE
"MPAs characterized by poor enforcement of
rules,
limited financing, the presence of local
communities highly dependent on resources for
food and income generation, and poor local
users’ participation on MPA decision making,
translate into tensions between locals and
authorities, lack of governance, and continued
exploitation of resources" (Moreno-Sanchez &
Maldonado 2013)
"Allocation of water within a system reflects
entitlements." (Cifdaloz et al. 2010)
"Social hierarchies and inequalities in resources
and entitlements are rarely overturned in the
course of adaptation, and external changes, such
as extremes in climate and other natural hazards,
tend to reinforce these inequalities (Adger, Kelly,
and Ninh 2001)." (Adger 2014)
"However, individuals do have the power (albeit
constrained by social structures) to enter into or
leave relationships that can change their
entitlements to social goods and subsequent
adaptive capacity as their exercise over social
capital changes." (Pelling & High 2005)
"The capricious circumstances of the Karoo have
likely selected for land managers willing and able
to implement effective adaptive management
strategies, as demonstrated by the general
entrepreneurial shift towards diversified land-use
and income streams (Archer, 2004)." (de Villiers
et al. 2014)
"Second, entrepreneurial leadership is important
to ‘get things done’, for example, to gain access
to the necessary resources for realising
adaptation projects, and to stimulate actions and
undertakings (Andersson and Mol 2002; Termeer
2009)." (van den Brink et al 2013)
"The central finding is that EJ framework can
serve as a methodological tool to better inform
on watershed governance and management
towards adaptive capacity to climate change." (da
Costa Silva 2011)

LITERATURE

Moreno-Sanchez &
Maldonado 2013; Hill
2013

Pelling & High 2005;
Adger 2014

Seely et al. 2008; Gupta
et al. 2010; van den Brink
et al. 2013; de Villiers et
al 2014

da Costa Silva 2011
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LITERATURE

condition of being the same
in intensity, value, amount,
quality, etc.; to divide evenly

"Probit models indicate that our respondents
regard per capita income, inequality in the
distribution of income, universal health care
coverage, and high access to information as
important determinants of adaptive capacity."
(Alberini et al. 2006)
"In rights-based development settings, the
principle of equality begins with a focus on equal
rights before the law, but extends beyond this to
examine the structure and dynamics of exclusion
and discrimination." (Ensor et al. 2015)
"Social hierarchies and inequalities in resources
and entitlements are rarely overturned in the
course of adaptation, and external changes, such
as extremes in climate and other natural hazards,
tend to reinforce these inequalities (Adger, Kelly,
and Ninh 2001)." (Adger 2014)

Alberini et al. 2006;
Reidsma et al. 2007;
Engle & Lemos 2010;
Ensor et al. 2015

quality of being equal, fair,
impartial; even-handed
dealing

"Financial capital was not significant but had the a
priori expected sign; the importance of equity and
debt financing in agribusiness cannot be
overemphasized- money is needed to purchase
the improved inputs." (Egyir et al. 2015)
"These rotations may improve equity, but the
yield for a particular farmer depends strongly on
their luck of the draw regarding who takes their
turn first in the sequence." (Cifdaloz et al. 2010)

Cifdaloz et al. 2010;
Upton 2012; Brewer
2013; Egyir et al. 2015

evaluation

making a judgement about
the amount, number, quality,
or value of a person, thing, or
action; often used to
describe a formal process

"The ideal is therefore that evaluation should take
a holistic approach with an emphasis on
understanding policies and programmes, which
also includes actors’ ability to comprehend the
context in which policy systems are embedded
(Connick and Innes 2003; Haynes 2008;
Sanderson 2000)." (Nohrstedt 2015)

Nohrstedt 2015

experience

to meet with; to feel, suffer,
undergo; to learn a fact by
experience; to ascertain or
prove by experiment and
observation; used to describe
wisdom acquired (e.g. an
experienced farmer; or a
person who experienced a
drought)

"In the Valais, Switzerland, with less experience of
extreme drought and long experience of relative
scarcity, stakeholders have a high awareness of
climate change yet exhibit apathy in their ability
to adapt… " (Hill 2013)
"Our findings show that experience and technical
capacity are relevant to the adaptive capacity
although smallholders do not always show high
concern and their expectations with regard to
external support are very low." (Quiroga et al.
2015)

Hill 2013; Quiroga et al.
2015; Spencer et al. 2015

equality

equity

CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

Gini coefficient in access or
outcomes (e.g. irrigation access
or agricultural outcomes)

years of experience (e.g.
number of years as farmer);
previous exposure to a hazard
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

experiment

action of trying anything or
putting it to proof; a test,
trial; a method, system of
things, or course of action
adopted in uncertainty
whether it will answer the
purpose

fair

honesty; impartiality;
equitableness, justness; fair
dealing

perception by subjects

a group of persons connected
by blood marriage, adoption,
etc.

extended kinship ties

family

willingness to try something
novel (e.g. new rice variety or
management strategy) [usually
indicated by having adopted the
novel practice]
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EXAMPLE QUOTE
"However, culture may equally support or inhibit
experimentation: marginalized communities have
exhibited both conservatism and experimentation
as a strategy to deal with environmental change
(Patt, 2008; Ensor and Berger, 2009b)." (Ensor &
Weragoda 2009)
"Learning is advanced by institutions that can
experiment in safe ways, monitor results, update
assessments, and modify policy as new
knowledge is gained. The development of such
institutions may be the greatest challenge to
sustainability (Berkes and Folke 1998; Gunderson
and Holling 2001)." (Carpenter et al. 2001)
"In other words, households that have larger farm
sizes were more likely to adopt MPES. Such
households can engage in mixed cropping, food
crops, tree crops and other cash crops and so can
experiment and adopt the MPES." (Egyir et al.
2015)
"Fair governance processes provide responsive
and accountable policy making and
implementation, protect basic rights and equity
and, through constitutional laws, promote
legitimate policy processes." (van den Brink et al.
2013)
"Twenty-four hour rotations at least allow
someone to salvage their crop, and as long as
there is a mechanism that is perceived as fair to
determine who the winner will be, this is the
preferred strategy." (Cifdaloz et al. 2010)
"Smit and Wandel (2006), for example, use strong
kinship networks as an example of a local
determinant of adaptive capacity in a
subsistence-based society because such
relationships absorb or buffer psychosocial stress,
permit greater access to economic
resources/livelihoods, enhance managerial ability
and provide supplementary sources of labor."
(Fennell & Plummer 2010)
"Risk can also be spread through mutual
obligations in the extended family, the strength of
which varies between cultures and city and
countryside." (Yohe and Tol 2002)

LITERATURE

Carpenter et al. 2001;
Ensor & Weragoda 2009;
Egyir et al. 2015

Cifdaloz et al. 2010;
Gupta et al. 2010; Grasso
& Feola 2012; van den
Brink et al. 2013

Yohe & Tol 2002; Fennell
& Plummer 2010;
Mulrennan 2014
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

feasibility

capable of being done,
accomplished, or carried out;
may refer to either the actual
feasibility or to the perceived
feasibility

financial capital

money available to an
individual or a business in the
form of cash, liquid assets,
and secure credit lines

flexibility

forecasting

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

"Institutional feasibility defined as the ability of
institutions to support adaptive capacity, is an
important aspect of climate adaptation, through
its influence on the implementation of adaptation
measures to climate change." (Mandryk et al.
2015)
"The second component, perceived self- efficacy,
refers to the person’s perceived ability actually to
perform or carry out these adaptive responses
(e.g., a person with few technical skills might
perceive it as rather difficult to relocate electric
devices in upper floors to prevent damage from
flood)." (Grothmann & Patt 2005)
Feasibility "creates the actual adaptation space
available to the WW organizations." (Rudberg et
al. 2012)

Mandryk et al. 2015;
Grothmann & Patt 2005

"Financial capital: enables other forms of capital
to be owned and traded, but has no intrinsic
value – its value is purely the ability to secure
services of natural, human, social or
manufactured capital." (Tinch et al. 2015)

Chen et al. 2015; Tinch et
al. 2015

capable of bending, yielding,
or changing slightly (as
opposed to transforming)
under pressure; capacity for
ready modification or
alteration

"However, despite IWRM being promoted as an
attractive approach, our assessment argues that
IWRM, as currently practiced, cannot readily
enhance flexibility and adaptability, which is
required for climate change adaptation" (Gain et
al. 2013)
"A potentially fruitful categorisation of
adaptations is between those that reinforce
existing organisational or system stability and
those that modify institutions to add resilience
through flexibility" (Pelling & High 2005)

Briske 2015; Dutra et al.
2015; Ensor 2015; Gain
et al. 2013; Pelling &
High 2005

to estimate, conjecture, or
imagine beforehand the
course of events of future
condition of things

"An important question, however, is whether the
use of forecasts is also an effective strategy to
begin adapting to climate change, or at least
building the capacity to do so in the future." (Patt
2009)
"weather is becoming more difficult to forecast
using traditional knowledge and elders are losing
credibility among young adults who rely
increasingly on weather office forecasts" (Bureau
& McBean 2007)

Patt 2009; SaldanaZorrilla 2008; Budreau &
Bean 2007

household income; net
household savings rate;
economic development index;
investment capacity index

ability to conduct local
forecasts; reliance on external
forecasts; quality of forecasts;
timeliness of communication;
trust in forecasts
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

funds

source of supply; a
permanent stock that can be
drawn upon

gender

state of being male or female
as expressed by social or
cultural distinctions; often
used in the literature to
describe both social gender
and biological sex, especially
when discussing gender
parity or roles

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

availability of government
funding sources; allocation
decisions regarding funding

"Less important is the sale of property,
government funds, sale of land, and community
loans." (Saldana-Zorrilla, 2008)
"This might have lessened the negative economic
impact of the collapse and decreased the
opportunity for the growth of dependency on
federal funds." (Budreau & McBean 2007)
"Are vulnerability indicators the right means to
allocate adaptation funds to particular vulnerable
people, regions or sectors? Again, it must be
emphasised that adaptation funds allocation is a
much wider problem than the one of designing an
allocation algorithm." (Hinkel 2011)

Hinkel 2011; SaldanaZorrilla 2008; Budreau &
McBean 2007

biological sex; gender identity;
cultural norms; gender roles;
gender equality

"For example, Carr (2008) argues that existing
gender relations limit adaptive capacity in Ghana
by limiting adaptation practices to those that
reinforce existing gender roles and male
authority, though these practices are deleterious
for the community and have disproportionately
negative outcomes for women." (Reed et al.
2014)

Antwi-Agyei et al. 2015;
Caretta & Borjeson 2015;
Reed et al. 2014

km of coastline; population
living in coastal areas; elevation

"The debate comes down to the relative
importance of geography and institutions in
explaining recent growth patterns. … Wealth
arises from social, physical and human capital -hence both geography and institutions play a
part." (Vincent 2007)

Vincent 2007; Brooks et
al. 2005

Clarvis Hill & Engle 2013;
da Silveira et al. 2013;
Bohensky et al. 2010;
Engle & Lemos, 2010;
Keskitalo 2008; Kashyap
2004

McClenachan et al. 2015;
Jha et al. 2013;

geography

the nature and relative
placement of places and
physical features

governance

a system of regulation,
management; the fact or
action of controlling,
directing, or regulating;
includes formal and informal
elements and incorporates
organizations, institutions,
and regulations

corruption levels; structure (e.g.
centralized or de-centralized);
accessibility; legitimacy

"Governance and institutions are critical
determinants of adaptive capacity and resilience.
Yet the make-up and relationships between
governance components and mechanisms that
may or may not contribute to adaptive capacity
remain relatively unexplored empirically." (Engle
& Lemos 2010)

government

governing power in a country
or state; body of people
charged with the duty of
governing

corruption levels; structure (e.g.
centralized or de-centralized);
accessibility; legitimacy

"The question of how, and to what extent, the
local governments respond to the effects of
climate change on water is likely to determine
prospects for population health, development
and sustainability." (Jha et al. 2013)
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grassroots

health

Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

used to describe the rankand-file of the electorate of a
political party

freedom from illness or
injury; a person's mental or
physical condition

health care

aggregate public medical
facilities available to
members of a community

number of local doctors;
universal health care; health
insurance systems

human capital

labour force, or the skills it
possesses, regarded as a
resource or asset

life expectancy; tertiary
education; labor index;
technology index

EXAMPLE QUOTE
"While PISP, like other formal sector agencies, is
doing little to facilitate grassroots participation in
political decision-making processes at the District
level and above, PISP’s approach to participation
does create linkages that build knowledge and
that are critical to integrating new technologies
and other adaptations into the Gabra social–
ecological system." (Robinson & Berkes 2011)
"This paper examines the role farmers’ health
plays as an element of adaptive capacity. … In this
model better health was most strongly predicted
by an absence of on-farm risk, greater financial
viability, greater debt pressures, younger age and
a desire to continue farming." (Berry et al. 2011)
"These hypothetical countries are described by a
vector of seven attributes, including per capita
income, inequality in the distribution of income,
measures of the health status of the population,
the health care system, and access to
information. Probit models indicate that our
respondents regard per capita income, inequality
in the distribution of income, universal health
care coverage, and high access to information as
important determinants of adaptive capacity."
(Alberini et al. 2005)

LITERATURE

Ensor et al. 2015; da
Costa Silva 2011;
Robinson & Berkes 2011

Berry et al. 2011; Hogan
et al. 2011; Maller &
Strengers 2011; Alberini
et al. 2005

Hess et al. 2012; Alberini
et al. 2005

"Human capital: includes health, knowledge, skills
and motivation" (Tinch et al. 2015)

Chen et al. 2015; Tinch et
al. 2015

improvisation

to invent, create, or make up
spontaneously or on the spur
of the moment, especially in
response to necessity

"Social actors should be able to improvise during
crises at all levels of society, and to act as
accommodating to and experimenting with the
everyday contingencies, breakdowns, exceptions,
opportunities and unintended consequences"
(van den Brink et al. 2013)
"Institutions should also foster the autonomous
capacity of individuals and organizations to
improvise" (Gupta et al. 2010)

Grecksch 2015;
Nohrstedt 2015;
Grecksch 2013;
Grothmann et al. 2013;
van den Brink et al. 2013;
Jha e al. 2013; Gupta et
al. 2010

incentive

system of payments,
concessions, rewards, etc. to
encourage harder work or a
particular choice

"[Crucial institutional preconditions] CIPs refer to
both institutional incentives and constraints for
implementation of adaptation measures (here to
climate change)." (Mandryk et al. 2015)

Mandryk et al. 2015;
Inderberg 2012; Diduck
2010; Saldana-Zorrilla
2008
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DETERMINANT

CONCEPT DEFINTION

income

periodical product of one's
work, business, lands, or
investments; commonly
expressed in terms of money;
revenue

indigenous

born or produced naturally in
a land or region; native or
belonging naturally; used
primarily of aboriginal
inhabitants or natural
products; in context used to
describe native peoples

information

knowledge communicated
concerning a fact, subject,
event

infrastructure

basic physical and
organizational elements
needed for a society or
enterprise to operate

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

absolute income levels; relative
income levels; diversity of
income sources

availability of information
sources; access to media;
literacy

physical/hard infrastructure
(e.g. presence or quality of
water infrastructure) OR soft
infrastructure
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EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

"These measures generally have to do with
diversifying farmers’ incomes—farming less while
relying more on other income sources" (Panda et
al. 2013)
"Cluster 2 (26%) was characterized by farmers not
readily affected by drying, who enjoyed good
incomes, good health and better farming
conditions. They expressed little desire to adapt."
(Hogan et al. 2011)
"we discuss the importance of indigenous
knowledge as a component of adaptive capacity.
Even in the context of living with modern science
and mass media, indigenous patterns of
interpreting phenomena tend to be persistent.
Our results support the view that indigenous
knowledge must be acknowledged as process,
emphasizing ways of observing, discussing, and
interpreting new information." (Boillat & Berkes
2013)
"This article focuses on the role that access to
information and other potential constraints may
play in the context of water decision making
across three U.S. regions" (Dilling et al. 2015)
"Women and the elderly living in semi-arid
environments of Kenya are vulnerable to the
frequent exposure to impacts of changing climate
and need to access climate information and
support services to build their adaptive capacity."
(Cherotich et al. 2012)
"This approach often proposes ‘hard’
infrastructure changes for climate change
adaptation. However, little work has been done
looking at the processes for implementing and
supporting such adaptation strategies while
addressing the inherent uncertainty of future
climate change impacts. This so-called ‘soft’
infrastructure is critical to building a community’s
ability to innovate and prosper while adapting to
unforeseen challenges posed by a changing
climate" (Chen & Graham 2011)

Panda et al. 2013; Juhola
et al. 2012; Notenbaert
et al. 2012; Tan et al.
2012; Eakin et al. 2011;
Hogan et al. 2011; Brown
et al. 2010; Engle &
Lemos 2010

Ella & Samiano 2015;
Mulrennan 2014; Boillat
& Berkes 2013

Dilling et al. 2015; Asella
et al. 2013; Cherotich et
al. 2012; Sharma et al.
2009

Chen & Graham 2011;
Gupta et al. 2010;
Kiparsky et al. 2006
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

innovation

to create or bring in
something for the first time,
to change a thing into
something new

institutions

an established law, custom,
usage, practice, organization,
or other element in political
or social life; sometimes used
synonymously with
organizations

insurance

contract in which one party,
for a consideration,
undertakes to secure the
other against pecuniary loss

integration

to bring parts together so as
to form one whole; often
used to describe the extent
to which a practice or thing
has been adopted (e.g.
integration of science in
decision-making)

jurisdiction

extent or range of judicial or
administrative power

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

availability of insurance;
percent of coverage in
population of interest; public or
private insurance; adequacy of
coverage

spatial scale of boundaries;
overlapping authorities
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EXAMPLE QUOTE
"However, because we do not know how
conditions will be modified and what adaptations
will be required by farmers, the article assumes
that innovative farming systems will cope best
with changes, whatever those changes turn out to
be. The challenge, then, is to identify
circumstances that either promote or hamper
innovation." (Aase et al. 2013)
"A third quality of adaptive capacity is the ability
of an institution to permit social actors to
autonomously adjust their behaviour in response
to environmental change. This calls for
institutions to enable social actors to anticipate
possible futures and to take planned preventive
measures against important threats, by providing
them with the necessary means and information"
(Gupta et al. 2010)
"Insurance provides herders with a market-based
means of distributing risk." (Fernandez-Gimenez
et al. 2015)
"Its main vulnerabilities included low levels of
insurance cover (32% residents, 43% businesses
had cover) and limited monitoring data to warn of
impending flooding" (Keogh et al. 2011)
"By the end of the 1980s, it was apparent that
these measures were not addressing diffuse
pollution and complex management problems,
and the rationale re-emerged for more integrated
approaches at the river basin scale." (Gain et al.
2013)
"Consequently, climate change raises many
challenges for sustainable forest management;
among them, the integration of fire and forest
management is increasingly discussed." (Le Goff
et al. 2005)
"Establishing linkages across jurisdictional levels
should facilitate the communication of local
concerns, and tighten feedback loops between
local and otherwise distant decisionmakers"
(Dale & Armitage 2011)
"Moreover, without sufficient jurisdictional
authority, water managers are unable to address
the transboundary aspects of water
management" (Milman et al. 2012)

LITERATURE

de Villiers et al. 2014;
Aase et al. 2013; Folke et
al. 2010; Carpenter et al.
2001

Bettini et al. 2015;
Mandryk et al. 2015;
Grothmann et al. 2013;
Gupta et al. 2010; Eakin
& Lemos 2010; Brown et
al. 2010; Pang et al. 2006

Fernandez-Gimenez et
al. 2015; Panda et al.
2013; Milne 2004

Gain et al. 2013; Le Goff
et al. 2005

da Silveira et al. 2013;
Grecksch 2013; Milman
et al. 2012; Dale &
Armitage 2011
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justice

knowledge

land tenure

laws

leadership

Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION
administration of law or
equity; the maintenance of
what is right by exercise of
authority or power
considers how an individual's
emotions, emotional
awareness of self and others,
and ability to control one's
own emotions may affect
ability to function during and
recover after an event
institution, rules developed
to define how property rights
to land are to be allocated;
define how access is granted,
as well as rights to use,
control, and transfer land
and associated
responsibilities and restraints
system of written statutes
and rules adopted by a
government to regulate the
actions of its citizens

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

"Social justice is the central goal of good
governance. Unjust distribution of benefits and
involuntary risks from environmental changes
usually requires proactive efforts to address
inequities" (Lebel et al. 2006)

Ensor et al. 2015; da
Costa Silva 2011; Lebel et
al. 2006

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"There appears to be growing agreement that
knowledge represents an important determinant.
… Knowledge is not merely the possession of
information. Producing knowledge requires
interpreting information and organizing it into a
set of evidence-based beliefs about particular
phenomena." (Williams et al. 2015)

Williams et al. 2015;
Fernandez-Llamazares et
al. 2015; Boillat & Berkes
2013; Glaas et al. 2010

structure of property
ownership; distribution within
society; size of plots

"Given the heterogeneity of land tenure in the
southwestern U.S., concerted cooperation among
land managers will be necessary to manage
biodiversity and ecosystem functions" (Davison et
al. 2012)
"The analysis reveals that gender of the farmer
affects the perception of the complex tenure
system as a barrier to climate adaptation."
(Antwi-Agyei et al. 2015)

Antwi-Agyei et al. 2015;
Davison et al. 2012

equitably or equally distributed
resources

presence of legislation on
specific topics; ability of
government to use laws to
implement policy aims

act of providing direction,
influencing others, and
organizing groups
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"institutions consist of both informal (customs,
tradition, codes of conduct) and formal (laws,
property rights) sets of rules, compliance
procedures and moral and ethical behavioral
norms designed to constrain individuals in the
interest of maximizing the wealth or utility of the
principals" (Mandryk et al. 2015)
"Two studies (Easter Island and Azerbaijan)
profiled authoritarian leadership as likely to foster
short-term maladaptive responses to climate
change. Such leadership tends to reduce
creativity and the sense of agency in its citizens,
communities and institutions." (Bussey et al.
2012)

Mandryk et al. 2015;
Ensor et al. 2015;
Grothmann et al. 2013

Dutra et al. 2015; Clarvis
Hill & Engle 2013; Bussey
et al. 2012; Johnston &
Hesseln 2012
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learning

legitimacy

literacy

Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

to talk over or converse
about; conversations and the
manner in which they occur

legal right to govern or to
sovereignty; conformity to
the law, to rules, or to some
recognized principle;
lawfulness; in context, almost
always synonymous with
democracy or having popular
support
ability to read and write;
extent of the ability within a
population; often used as
indicator for education

democratic elections

presence or absence of literary;
literacy rate; literacy ratio
(gender)

livelihood

means of living;
maintenance, sustenance;
means of acquiring
sustenance and necessities of
life

ties between livelihood and
nature (e.g. dependence on
resource at risk); diversity of
livelihoods

loans

a sum of money which is
allowed for a time, on the
understanding that it shall be
returned or an equivalent
given, usually at interest

availability of loans; or need to
pay loans back as detriment
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EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

"Governance institutions with high levels of
adaptive capacity are flexible in problem solving,
innovative in developing solutions, and
responsive to feedback. What’s more, they are
capable of learning at and across multiple levels
of social organization; i.e., adaptive institutions
reflect learning at individual and various collective
levels (Armitage 2005; Folke et al. 2003; Walker
et al. 2002)" (Diduck 2010)

Diduck 2010; Milestad et
al. 2010; Pelling et al.
2008; Fazey et al. 2007

"The rapid turnover in local governments and the
relative immaturity of democratic processes at
the municipal level further challenges municipal
government legitimacy (Assetto et al., 2003;
Cabrero-Mendoza, 2000)." (Eakin et al. 2010)

Ensor et al. 2015; Eakin
et al. 2010; Engle &
Lemos 2010

"Literacy unlocks and reduces ignorance; it
provides potential for exploring a wide range of
occupation both within and outside one's
community and it improves employability skills."
(Egyir et al. 2015)
"Some households possess more adaptive
capacity given their better access to capital while
others remain vulnerable because they are constrained in accessing resources and engage in
nondiversified livelihoods. If shock events become
more frequent, the livelihoods that are
nondiversified will be most at risk" (Thulstrup
2015)
"In both fishing and forestry, a limitation to
individual economic development was seen in the
limited availability of bank loans to small actors
(with limited competitiveness) for technology
reinvestment—thereby further limiting the
possibilities for actors to remain economically
competitive." (Keskitalo 2008)

Brooks et al. 2005; Egyir
et al. 2015

Thulstrup 2015; Park et
al. 2012; Wright et al.
2012

Caretta 2014; Keskitalo
et al. 2010; Keskitalo
2008
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

local knowledge

knowledge people in a given
community have developed
over time and continue to
develop based on
experience; often tested over
centuries and adapted to the
specific geographic
conditions

loop learning

double-loop learning is
modification of goals or
decision-making rules in light
of experience; the third loop
entails looking at the
organization as a whole

mainstream

ideas, attitudes, or actions
considered conventional;
often related to integration
as a new element is adopted
into everyday tasks and ideas

management

process of dealing with or
controlling things or people;
differs from government in
that management occurs in
absence of legislation

manufactured
capital (produced,
engineering)

material goods and
infrastructure owned, leased,
or controlled by an
organization that contribute
to production or service
provision but do not become
output

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

consideration of adaptation in a
wide range of decisions or
policies

transport and produced capital;
water supply; drainage and
flood control; agriculture
infrastructure
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EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

"We propose to incorporate the subindicator
awareness of ecological processes and functions
(AEP) to approach, at least partially, local
ecological knowledge, which provides the
capacity to interact with the ecological system
and thus constitutes an enhancer of the adaptive
capacity of communities to the establishment of
MPAs..." (Maldonado & Moreno-Sanchez 2014)

Brewer 2013;
Maldonado & MorenoSanchez 2014; Tiller et al.
2015

"Single-loop learning involves improving efficacy,
or getting better at fulfilling existing purposes in
the context of a given set of fundamental
governing variables. Double-loop learning
involves evaluation of and changes to both
instrumental means and ends and fundamental
governing variables. Triple-loop learning asks if
power structures act too much in support of
selected and privileged definitions of rightness."
(Diduck 2010)
"Practical adaptation initiatives tend to focus on
risks that are already problematic, climate is
considered together with other environmental
and social stresses, and adaptations are mostly
integrated or mainstreamed into other resource
management, disaster preparedness and
sustainable development programs." (Smit &
Wandel 2006)
"Directing research to both seek general patterns
and identify ways to facilitate adaptive capacity of
key species and populations within species, will
enable conservation ecologists and resource
managers to maximize returns on research and
management investment and arrive at novel and
dynamic management and policy decisions"
(Nicotra et al. 2015)

"Produced/Manufactured capital: material goods
and infrastructure that contribute to the
production process but do not become embodied
in its output" (Tinch et al. 2015)

Grecksch 2013; Diduck
2010; Pahl-Wostl 2009

Asella et al. 2013;
Johnston et al. 2012;
Grothmann et al. 2013;
Smit & Wandel 2006

McClenachan et al. 2015;
Nohrstedt 2015; Nicotra
et al. 2015

Chen et al. 2015; Tinch et
al. 2015
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market access

1) physical access to markets
as constrained by distance,
transportation, perishable
goods, etc.; 2) regulatory
access constrained by tariffs,
conditions, etc. to limit entry;
more often the literature
discusses the first type

market based
regulations

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

policies that use market
prices and economic
variables to provide
incentives for reformed
behavior

memory

perpetuated knowledge,
recollection or
remembrance; the faculty by
which things are
remembered; the length of
time for which things are
remembered

migration

movement of persons or
people from one country,
locality, or place to settle in
another; similar to mobility
but refers to long-term only,
and often across boundaries
or long distances

Institutional memory: provision
for monitoring policy
experiences (Grecksch 2013)

number of migrants; rate of
migration; barriers to migration
/ enablers
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EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

The reasons for such a decrease ranged from
exogenous natural disturbances (such as fire,
flooding, or wind damage), to exogenous
institutional change (encroachment on the forest
from other groups, roads, or market access for
forest products), to endogenous user group
behavior (over-harvesting) or some combination
of all three." (Coleman 2011)

Fernandez-Gimenez et
al. 2015; Johnston &
Hesseln 2012; Coleman
2011; Eakin et al. 2011

"Market-based systems are the most efficient
mechanism for reallocation of private goods and
services under climate change." (Williamson et al.
2012)
"For example, if a market-based approach to
adaptation is adopted, households with higher
capacity, largely owing to access to financial
resources, will be more resilient to system
changes occurring beyond the household scale
(such as privatization)." (Elrick-Barr et al. 2014)
"This heuristic de- scribes a process by which
people estimate risks by searching their
memories for vivid examples of such an event
occurring (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). This can
lead to several biases: events that have occurred
more recently are judged more likely to happen
again, and events which create a more vivid
memory, such as a plane crash versus an
automobile accident, are often judged as more
likely (Crocker, 1981; Kahneman and Tversky,
1979)." (Grothmann & Patt 2005)
"Migration is an adaptation, but involuntary
migration may be undesirable to those leaving
their homeland, and the disruptive impacts on
economies, social order, cultural identity,
knowledge, and traditions belie successful
transitions (Adger et al. 2009)." (Adger et al.
2009)

Papadaskalopoulou et al.
2015; Elrick-Barr et al.
2014; Williamson et al.
2012

Grecksch 2013; Diduck
2010; Grothmann & Patt
2005

Tu et al. 2015; Kuruppu
& Liverman 2011; Adger
et al. 2009
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mobility

monitoring

motivation

multilevel

natural capital
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ability to move freely and
easily; most often discussed
in terms of ability to
evacuate (short-term) or
relocate to a less vulnerable
place (long-term); tied to
migration, transportation,
livelihoods
to observe or keep under
review; to measure or test at
intervals for the purpose of
regulation or control; often in
the phrase "monitoring and
evaluation"
stimulus for action towards a
desired goal, especially as
resulting from psychological
or social factors; factors
giving purpose or direction to
behavior; the reason a
person has for acting in a
particular way
involving or operating on
multiple levels; in context
usually applies to levels of
government or organization
hierarchy
natural assets, including
geology, soil, air, water, and
all living things; from these
assets, services are derived

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

dependence on local resources;
place attachment; physical
mobility (age, health,
transportation); livelihood
connection to place

EXAMPLE QUOTE

"It was also suggested that adaptive capacity
differs between different types of tourism
enterprises, depending on their mobility,
resources, and other factors." (Bohensky et al.
2010)

LITERATURE

Cinner et al. 2015;
Bussey et al. 2012; Upton
2012; Bohensky et al.
2010

existence and quality of
monitoring program

"Seasonal openings with flexible dates that
involve in-season monitoring may allow managers
to better respond to possible changes in the
timing of life-history periods like spawning to
prevent fishing seasons falling out of sync with
species’ phenology." (Melnychuk et al. 2013)

Juhola & Kruse 2014;
Melnychuk et al. 2013

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"Psychological or subjective factors like individual
adaptation motivation or adaptation belief of a
decision-maker in an organisation are a result of
“subjective” perceptions of “objective” climate
change projections, organisational contexts (e.g.
financial resources, institutional entitlements,
negotiations between different actors in an
organisation) and the wider institutional
environment influencing and shaping both the
organisational roles and responsibilities as well as
individuals’ motivations and beliefs." (Grothmann
et al. 2013)

Grecksch 2015;
Lockwood et al. 2015;
Grothmann et al. 2013;
Fabricius & Cundill 2010;
Grothmann & Patt 2005

"Pahl-Wostl (2009) identified the importance of
multilevel interactions between formal and
informal institutions in actor networks as
characteristic of adaptive capacity or resilience in
a governance regime." (Brown et al. 2014)

Brown et al. 2014;
Keskitalo 2013; PahlWostl 2009

"Natural capital: any stock or flow of energy and
matter that yields valuable goods and services"
(Tinch et al. 2015)

Chen et al. 2015; Tinch et
al. 2015

water resources; ecological
index; arable land; aesthetic
value
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

natural resources

materials that occur in nature
and may be used for
economic or social gain

networks

a group or system of
interconnected people or
things

norms

values used as reference
standards for purposes of
comparison; socially
accepted behavior

novelty

something new, not
previously experienced,
unusual, or unfamiliar

occupation

a particular action or course
of action in which a person is
engaged; especially
habitually; a particular job or
profession

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

number of connections; social
network analysis (SNA)

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

employment rate; type of
employment; diversity of
occupations; type of occupation
(full, part-time, seasonal);
relationship of occupation to
resources at risk
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EXAMPLE QUOTE
"Structural barriers, such as the condition of the
natural assets and access to financial resources,
were also evident across studies, as were subpopulations in which cluster members were
aware of climate risks." (Hogan et al. 2011)
"In social systems, adaptive capacity is related to
the existence of networks that create flexibility in
problem solving and to the balance of power
among interest groups" (Carpenter et al. 2001)
"Instead, the farmers' market can be seen as a
place where both sets of actors created and
recreated norms and values related to food
production and consumption." (Milestad et al.
2010)
"However, there was no clear national policy or
locally accepted norms that gave these
democratic structures the power to manage and
allocate land use rights." (Fabricius & Cundill
2010)
"The adaptive capacity of an SES is related to the
existence of mechanisms for the evolution of
novelty or learning" (Carpenter et al. 2001)
"The capacity to transform at smaller scales draws
on resilience from multiple scales, making use of
crises as windows of opportunity for novelty and
innovation, and recombining sources of
experience and knowledge to navigate socialecological transitions" (Folke et al. 2010)
"Novelty originates from the inherent variability
present in cross scale structures, within scale
reorganization associated with adaptive cycles,
and whole-scale transformations resulting from
regime shifts." (Allen & Holling 2010)
"n small settlements in Arkhangelsk, subsistence
in the way of household agriculture, berry- and
mushroom picking often constitute a crucial
extension of the household economy, as paid
employment and access to diversified
occupations was limited especially in remote
settlements." (Keskitalo 2010)

LITERATURE

Richmond & Sovacool
2012; Hogan et al. 2011
Larson et al. 2013;
Carpenter et al. 2001

Fernandez-Llamazares et
al. 2015; Grothmann et
al. 2013; Fabricius &
Cundill 2010; Milestad et
al. 2010

Larson et al. 2013; Allen
& Holling 2010; Fabricius
& Cundill 2010; Folke et
al. 2010; Carpenter et al.
2001

Moreno-Sanchez &
Maldonado 2013;
Keskitalo et al. 2010;
Sharma & Patwardhan
2008
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organizational
density

organizations

participatory

partnerships

perception
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relative density of
organizations in a given
population (ratio of number
of organizations to
population); organizational
theory suggests more dense
systems have higher
competition and lower
legitimacy
an organized body of people
with a particular purpose, as
a business, government
department, charity, etc.
characterized by, relating to,
involving, or allowing
members of the general
public to take part

the fact or condition of being
a partner; association or
participation;
companionship; an
association of two or more
people as partners for the
running of a business

ability to become aware of
something; a way of
regarding, or interpreting
something; a mental
impression; related to
awareness and
understanding

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

number of individuals who
belong to an organization;
number of local organizations
per capita

"The organizational density (SSC2) subindicator is
calculated first at the household level (SSC2i) as
the share of household members, above 15 years
old, which reported that they belonged to any
community organization" (Maldonado & MorenoSanchez 2014)

Maldonado & MorenoSanchez 2014

"This contribution analyzes the results of a survey
conducted in Wallonia (Belgium) among private
forest owners (PFO) and an array of organizations,
both public and private, that influence these
owners’ actions." (van Gameren & Zaccai 2015)

van Gameren & Zaccai
2015; Moreno-Sanchez &
Maldonado 2013

number of population involved
in decision-making process;
extent of engagement (e.g.
speaking as well as attending
meetings)

"The first proposition we examine is: Participation
builds the trust, and deliberation the shared
understanding, needed to mobilize and selforganize" (Lebel et al. 2006)

Dutra et al. 2015; da
Costa Silva 2011; Lebel et
al. 2006

number of partnerships; type of
partnerships; extent of
collaboration and cooperation

"Reaching higher levels of CRS participation
requires the formation of partnerships between
departments of government, between levels of
government and between local government and
civil society." (Posey 2009)
"It can be argued that the farmers in this study
have more adaptive capacity because the
personal relationships enabled farmers to have a
fairly secure income base through loyal
customers, leaving them less dependent on
standardized expert systems and large-scale food
actors. Thus, "local partnerships" buffer
vulnerability" (Milestad et al. 2010)

Clarvis & Allan 2014;
Robinson & Berkes 2011;
Milestad et al. 2010;
Posey 2009

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"If a “bad year” is predicted, people assume a
more prudent attitude and spread their sowings
temporally to cope with the perceived higher risk
of drought" (Boillat & Berkes 2013)
"Evaluation demonstrated that different
stakeholder groups’ perceptions of community
adaptation needs varied significantly" (Butler et
al. 2015)

Butler et al. 2015;
Quiroga et al. 2015;
Boillat & Berkes 2013;
Adger 2006
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

attachment
(place,
community,
livelihood)

emotional bond between
person and place; a concept
in environmental psychology

planning

action or process of forming
a plan; especially designing
or controlling of urban or
economic development;
most often discussed in
terms of creating long-term
strategic visions or
implementation plans for
development, adaptation, or
governance

policies

a course or principle of action
adopted or proposed by a
government, agency,
business, organization, or
individual

political will

intention or commitment on
the part of a government to
carry through a policy,
especially one which is not
immediately successful or
popular

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"Place-based and community attachment were
important across archetypes and cases studied for
this effort. Both factors influenced collective
action or wildfire mitigation planning among case
study communities revisited for this analysis
effort." (Paveglio et al. 2015)
"Limited emotional flexibility is indicative of a
strong attachment to livestock production as a
livelihood and a reluctance to search for
employment elsewhere or to diversify
livelihoods" (Briske et al. 2015)
"Amongst other problems, the severing of
attachment to place may have devastating
repercussions for individuals and societies
strongly anchored to a particular region (TrudelleSchwarz 1996;Oliver-Smith 1991)." (Adger et al.
2009)

Briske et al. 2015;
Paveglio et al. 2015;
Adger et al. 2009

presence of climate adaptation
plans; integration of adaptation
into routine planning efforts;
quality of planning process

"Climate adaptation planning provides an
opportunity to enhance the adaptive capacity of
stakeholders across multiple levels." (Butler et al.
2015)
"A planning framework that is negotiated
between actors and includes diverse needs and
trade- offs facilitates the flow of information and
knowledge between actors, which is key in
effectively building trust and strengthening
adaptive capacity" (Dutra et al. 2015)

Butler et al. 2015; Dutra
et al. 2015; van den Brink
et al. 2013

effectiveness of policies (Brooks
et al. 2005); presence of
climate-specific policies

"These measures are undertaken by a range of
public and private actors through policies,
investments in infrastructure and technologies,
and behavioural change" (Adger et al. 2007)
"Policies and support program for adaptation
must
be therefore effective and not waste valuable
resources." (Defiesta & Rapera 2014)

Defiesta & Rapera 2014;
Schlickenrieder et al.
2011; Adger et al. 2007

polling data; surveys

"it was argued this was due to the attitudes
within the prevailing governance system,
manifested in terms of negligence of long-term
risks and associated costs for society and lack of
political will to develop an adaptation strategy
and to take other measures for the municipality"
(Keskitalo et al. 2010)

Bettini et al. 2015;
Grecksch 2013; Keskitalo
et al. 2010
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polycentric

Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION

having many centers; a
situation involving several
important elements or
powerful parties; a system
proposing many centers or
focal points

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

degree of centralization in
organizational structure

poverty

condition of having little or
no wealth or few material
possessions; indigence;
destitution; deficiency in an
appropriate or desired
quality (in context, amount of
money, possessions, or
sustenance)

GDP per capita; income;
national poverty rates

power

ability to affect something
strongly; control or authority
over others; government,
command, sway

legal authority (e.g. legally
recognized property rights);
culturally recognized power
(e.g. gender dynamics or
leadership customs)

projections

the act of estimating future
conditions based on
mathematical principles of
current and past conditions
and trends

existence of climate projections
(also questions of scale, quality,
availability to public, use by
decision-makers)
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EXAMPLE QUOTE
"With respect to the UF that more effectively
facilitates overlap in governance, recent studies
suggest that a modular urban system, with
several units and a polycentric structure may be
better served by institutions in times of crisis
(Allan & Bryant, 2011)" (Villagra et al. 2014)
"in which layered and polycentric institutional
interactions fueled by substantial social learning
promote flexibility and adaptability in the
decision making procedure" (Gain et al. 2013)
"Nonetheless, there are certain factors that are
likely to influence vulnerability to a wide variety
of hazards in different geographical and sociopolitical contexts. These are developmental
factors including poverty, health status, economic
inequality and elements of governance, to name
but a few." (Brooks et al. 2005)
"Notably, and we reiterate this pivotal point,
those who emerged as being the worst affected
by drought and drying were also those with the
greatest desire, irrespective of their financial,
health and other assets, to engage with change."
(Hogan et al. 2011)
"In social–ecological systems, the existence of
institutions and networks that learn and store
knowledge and experience, create flexibility in
problem solving and balance power among
interest groups, play an important role in
adaptive capacity" (Brown 2009)
"Yet in the squeezing we can see the desperate
attempts of people with power to leverage
energy – in this example, bread – from a system
by increasing known mechanisms ... for
centralizing energy flows" (Bussey et al. 2012)
"Recent scientific advances have facilitated the
development of improved climate projections,
but it remains to be seen whether these are
translated into effective adaptation strategies"
(Schlickenrieder et al. 2011)
"adaptation through vulnerability reduction is of
particular relevance where climate projections
are unavailable or where such projections are
associated with a high degree of uncertainty, for
example in monsoon regions in sub-Saharan
Africa" (Brooks et al. 2005)

LITERATURE

Villagra et al. 2014; da
Silveira et al. 2013; Gain
et al. 2013; Pahl-Wostl
2009

Hogan et al. 2011;
Sharma & Patwardhan
2008; Brooks et al. 2005

Bussey et al. 2012;
Brown 2009

Schlickenrieder et al.
2011; Brooks et al. 2005

Table Continued
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property rights

psychological
attributes

public private
partnerships

redundancy

Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION
exclusive authority to
determine how a resource is
used, whether by
government or individuals; in
context of AC often refers to
ownership of land or homes
and is a factor in determining
an actor's legal rights to take
action

related to perception,
awareness, and psychological
attributes; used to
distinguish mental from
physical or external
attributes

a long-term contract
between a private party and
a government entity for
providing a public asset or
service, in which the private
party bears significant risk
and management
responsibility, and
remuneration is linked to
performance
superfluous or unnecessary;
the deliberate duplication of
parts (personnel, resources,
or projects) so that system
function is not impaired in
the event of a malfunction or
failure

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

formal recognition of property
rights; land tenure systems;
(Coleman 2011 provides a more
detailed breakdown of the type
of property rights)

"It is argued that farmers will have a strong
incentive to invest in land improvement and
conservation practices when they have stronger
land rights (Deininger and Jin, 2006; Besley,
1995)." (Antwi-Agyei et al. 2015)
"However, as the number of rivals increase, the
effects of management rights decreases
(significant at the 0.05 level) , while the effects of
exclusion rights increase (significant at the 0.01
level) holding all else constant." (Coleman 2011)

Antwi-Agyei et al. 2015;
Panda et al. 2013;
Coleman 2011

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"To include important psychological factors we
extended the ACW by two dimensions:
“adaptation motivation” refers to actors’
motivation to realise, support and/or promote
adaptation to climate; “adaptation belief” refers
to actors’ perceptions of realisability and
effectiveness of adaptation measures"
(Grothmann et al. 2013)
"Health is an essential component of the capacity
to adapt to climate change and psychological
health is an essential component of resilience
[17]." (Berry et al. 2011)

Grothmann et al. 2013;
Randall et al. 2011; Berry
et al. 2011; Sharma et al.
2009; Grothmann & Patt
2005

number of partnerships; type of
partnerships; extent of
collaboration and cooperation

"While public–private partnerships hold
considerable promise in mobilizing resources for
adaptation (Adger and others 2005), devolving
control over technology and knowledge
formation to the private sector may not
adequately address the needs of the most
vulnerable (Eakin and Lemos 2006)" (Eakin et al.
2011)

Eakin et al. 2011;
Plummer & Armitage
2010; Milne 2004

overlap in regulations; including
same topic in multiple policies;
overlapping flood defense
measures

"Greater diversity (i.e., variety, balance and
disparity) within agricultural systems is often
suggested as a solution to promote redundancy
within such systems and therefore increase their
adaptive capacity and reduce their vulnerability
against climate change and variability." (Martin &
Magne 2015)

Martin & Magne 2015;
Wagner et al. 2014;
Heikkila et al. 2013
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DETERMINANT

CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

regulations

rules or directives made and
maintained by authority;
distinct from laws in the level
of authority and codification;
regulations adopted by
administrative agencies
rather than legislative bodies

presence of regulations on a
given topic; number of
regulations by agency;
stringency of regs; enforcement
provisions

relationships

the manner in which two or
more things or people are
connected; or the state of
being connected

number of ties; strength of ties;
nature of relationships (family,
friendship, business, etc.)

relocate

to move to another place; to
resettle; often discussed in
terms of ability of people to
resettle in a less vulnerable
area

distance moved; permanent or
temporary; percent of
population relocated

reorganization

to restructure; to rearrange
the plan or structure of;
specifically, to alter the
structure of a business or
other organization
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EXAMPLE QUOTE
"it is fair to say that the current ability to respond
to climate variability and change is still
constrained in multiple ways (e.g., in the way that
existing regulations function, or limitations on
management options)." (Dilling et al. 2015)
"Pahl-Wostl (2009) emphasizes that a balance
between formal and informal institutions is
necessary for context specific social learning to
lead to flexible regulations that allow for a higher
adaptive capacity." (Welsh et al. 2013)
"Mount Somers residents activated networks and
drew on relationships during the fire to minimise
damage, help their neighbours and support the
firefighters." (Jakes & Langer 2011)
"Common bridges include trust and actor
relationships, regional collaboration, leadership,
and regulatory and legislative aspects." (Hill &
Engle 2013)
"Permanent or semi-permanent relocation of
herders from one soum or region to another may
also have a seriously destabilizing effect,
increasing grazing pressure, demand for services,
and competition for pastures, and campsites in
the receiving soum." (Fernandez-Gimenez et al.
2015)
"The ability of an SES to self-organize is related to
the extent to which reorganization is endogenous
rather than forced by external drivers."
(Carpenter et al. 2001)
"To understand both the factors that hinder
institutional change (inertia) and the factors that
enable progress toward reorganization
(adaptation) .... " (Beier 2011)

LITERATURE

Gonseth et al. 2015;
Pahl-Wostl 2009

Clarvis Hill & Engle 2013;
Jakes & Langer 2011;
Milestad et al. 2010

Fernandez-Gimenez et
al. 2015; Saroar &
Routray 2011; Christman
et al. 2015

Briske et al. 2015; Beier
2011; Folke et al. 2010;
Carpenter et al. 2001
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resources

rights

risk aversion

risk perception

Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION
something that is a source of
help, information, strength,
etc.; stocks or reserves of
money, materials, people, or
some other asset which may
be drawn on when
necessary; collective means
possessed by a person or
group
legal entitlement or
justifiable claim on legal or
moral grounds to have or
obtain something, or to act in
a certain way; also that which
is just, fair, or morally
correct; accurate
behavior, when exposed to
risk, to avoid that risk, or
when faced with uncertainty,
to attempt to reduce
uncertainty; most often used
to discuss actors who take
steps to avoid exposing
themselves to risk
belief (whether rational or
irrational) held by an
individual, group, or society
about the chance of
occurrence or a risk or about
the extent, magnitude and
timing of its effect

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

funding levels; income; budget
allocated to adaptation actions
(absolute or relative)

"Farming households in the Philippines are most
vulnerable to climate change and variability due
to their climate/weather-sensitive livelihood and
lack of resources to finance adaptation
measures." (Defiesta & Rapera 2014)
". It finds that co-managed clam fisheries have a
higher degree of stability (i.e., a well defined user
group), higher and more consistent productivity
(i.e., more resources and incentives for sustained
management), and greater institutional capacity
to respond to change in the form of “conservation
hours,” a flexible management tool employed in
co-managed fisheries" (McClenachan et al. 2015)

Mandryk et al. 2015;
McClenachan et al. 2015;
Defiesta & Rapera 2014

existence of legally binding
rights; enforcement
mechanisms; equality of access
(e.g. gender or minority status);
distribution of rights of access

"People are typically uninformed about their
rights and opportunities, and are politically
marginalised with decisions taken on their behalf
in capitals and head offices" (Fabricius & Cundill
2010)

Antwi-Agyei et al. 2015;
Ensor et al. 2015;
Coleman 2011; Fabricius
& Cundill 2010

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"For example, if fires frequently destroy forest
assets then risk averse forest users may be much
less likely to make investments in those assets"
(Coleman 2011)
"Forecasts of favourable growing conditions allow
farmers to depart from generally risk-averse
practices, and take advantage of much higher
yielding longer-season varieties." (Patt 2009)

Coleman 2011; Ensor &
Weragoda 2009; Patt
2009

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"The results suggest that addressing these
multiple risks, mainstreaming flood management
and adaptation into the wider context of people’s
general well being, and increasing risk perception
will strengthen adaptive capacity to present and
future floods" (Lopez-Marrero & Yarnal 2009)

Eakin & Lemos 2010;
Fennell & Plummer 2010;
Lopez-Marrero 2010;
Lopez-Marrero & Yamal
2009
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CONCEPT DEFINTION
1) policy measure by which
costs of a disaster are spread
across a larger number of
taxpayers and agencies so
that no one is devastated; 2)
practice by insurance field in
which risks are diversified to
create a predictable loss
pattern

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

presence of risk-spreading
mechanisms; participation rates
(e.g. participation in insurance)

"This lack of ability to change management
decisions in the short-term limits risk-spreading
among different species and management
practices and reduces adaptive capacity"
(Johnston & Hesseln 2012)

Johnston & Hesseln
2012; Fennell & Plummer
2010; Yohe 2007; Yohe &
Tol 2002; Smit &
Pilifosova 2001

savings

a sum of money set aside or
kept in reserve; excess of
income over consumption
expenditures, placed in a
secure location for future use

extent of savings; net savings;
nature of savings (e.g. cash or
stored goods)

"Savings are absent in community F, while
community B has at least enough cash and spare
parts to deal with day-to-day operational
challenges. Alter- natively, all organizations with
gravity fed systems generate savings (cash and
spare parts). In particular, high- performing
community A has savings four times higher than
that of the other two communities (C and D)."
(Madrigal-Ballestero & Naranjo 2015)
"The indicators selected for this component
[economic capacity] are GDP, the contribution of
agriculture to GDP and a measure of net savings"
(Schlickenrieder et al. 2011)

Fernandez-Gimenez et
al. 2015; MadrigalBallestero & Naranjo
2015; Schlickenrieder et
al. 2011

security

state or condition of being
protected from or not
exposed to danger; safety or
safeguarding of the interests
of an actor against an
internal or external actor;
stability

physical security (perception;
crime rates; presence of police
force); food security (estimates
of food reserves); health
security; energy security;
financial security (presence of
social security system)

"The construction of the levee may have
contributed to a false sense of security that has
eroded the willingness of people to construct high
set houses." (Keogh et al. 2011)

Keogh et al. 2011;
Meenawat & Sovacool
2010

self-organization

ability of a system to
spontaneously arrange its
components or elements in a
purposeful manner without
help of external agency; alt.
process wherein order arises
out of local interactions
among smaller components
in a disordered system

"Recognizing the dynamic relationships and
changes that occur within socio-ecological
systems, adaptive management involves the selforganizing of community governance regimes
through a process of trialing and adapting
resource management practices." (Dumaru 2010)
"A complex system is characterized by being
nonlinear with inherent uncertainty, containing
many subsystems and being capable of selforganization." (Brown 2009)

Gallopin 2006; Brown
2009; Dumaru 2010

risk spreading
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slack

social capital

Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION
having more of an asset
(personnel, resource, etc.)
than is strictly necessary;
from the concept of slack in a
taut rope which may be
taken up during duress
the networks of relationships
among people who live and
work in a particular society

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

"Berkes et al. (2003:15) emphasize that
operationalizing resilience in SES means not
pushing the system to its limits; rather it should
maintain diversity and variability leaving some
slack and flexibility." (Dutra et al. 2015)

income inequality; social
stability; household facility;
medical care index

"Social capital: the structures, institutions,
networks and relationships that enable
individuals and societies to function effectively"
(Tinch et al. 2015)
"Medium adaptive capacity is associated mostly
with counties in the middle part of MIM, which
includes predominantly urbanized areas with
higher levels of social infrastructure compared to
rural areas." (Liu et al. 2013)
"Less obvious, but equally important, is the
institutional infrastructure, that is, for example,
the rules that govern the use of the canal system
and collective choice, and social infrastructure,
that is, trust, reciprocity and power relationships,
among others." (Cifdaloz et al. 2010)

LITERATURE

Dutra et al. 2015;

Chen et al. 2015; Tinch et
al. 2015; Acosta et al.
2013; Larson et al. 2013

social
infrastructure

social connections and the
organizations and services
that build them in a
community; infrastructure
that supports social services,
such as schools, universities,
hospitals, and housing

social justice

justice at the level of a
society or state as regards
the possession of wealth,
commodities, opportunities,
and privileges (c.f.
distributive justice)

"Lebel et al. (2006) recognize that interventions
aimed at altering resilience immediately confront
issues of governance, and more specifically that
pursuing social justice for vulnerable groups
enhances adaptive capacity for both those groups
as well as society." (Fennell & Plummer 2010)

da Costa Silva 2011;
Engle 2011; Fennell &
Plummer 2010; Lebel et
al. 2006

social interactions and
personal relationships and
the network they create

"Smit and Wandel (2006), for example, use strong
kinship networks as an example of a local
determinant of adaptive capacity in a
subsistence-based society because such
relationships absorb or buffer psychosocial stress,
permit greater access to economic
resources/livelihoods, enhance managerial ability
and provide supplementary sources of labor."
(Fennell & Plummer 2010)

Brewer 2013; Larson et
al. 2013; Lopez-Marrero
2010

social networks

social network analysis (number
of ties; strength of ties; reliance
on ties; centrality to network;
role in network)
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Cifdaloz et al. 2010; Liu
et al. 2013
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socioeconomic
status

subsistence

technology

trade

Supplementary Part B: Adaptive Capacity Determinants Defined
CONCEPT DEFINTION

social standing or class of an
individual or group;
combination or interaction of
social and economic factors;
often related to
demographics

means of supporting life in
persons or animals; the
means of support or
livelihood; a means of gaining
a livelihood, now often with
reference to a bare or
minimum level of existence
knowledge dealing with
mechanical arts and applied
sciences; application of such
knowledge for practical
purposes; the product of
such application, including
machinery, equipment, etc.
to engage in business,
commercial transactions; to
buy and sell, to participate in
an exchange

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

income; occupation;
demographic profile; education
level; poverty rates; income
inequality

"Human risks are determined by political and
economic processes—for example, poorer
households are typically most vulnerable as they
usually live in lower quality houses; disasters
often intensify poverty; and disaster perceptions
differ according to ethnicity, gender,
socioeconomic status, or education level."
(Dumaru 2010)
"In fact, just by looking at the socioeconomic
profile of these communities, one could surmise
that the lack of economic resources (and
associated lack of other types of resources) is
what constrains community members’ adaptive
capacity" (Lopez-Marrero 2010)

Hayden et al. 2011;
Oluwatayo 2011; LopezMarrero 2010

"Issues of scale (Figure 2) also highlight an
economic and market subtext to CBNRM that
includes a trend away from diversified,
subsistence livelihood practices associated with
commons resources and toward more narrowly
defined livelihood strategies centered on
commodities" (Armitage 2005)

Fernandez-Gimenez
2015; Vincent 2007;
Armitage 2005

adoption rate of new
technology; rate of technology
diffusion; investment in
research & development;
number of annual patents filed

Determinants that have been discussed include
economic wealth, technology and infrastructure,
information, knowledge and skills, institutions,
equity, and social capacity" (Chen et al. 2015)
"The diffusion of any new technology or practice
ultimately hinges on its acceptance and use by
private actors, but public institutions can
accelerate that diffusion" (Patt 2009)

Chen et al. 2015;
Johnston & Hesseln
2012; Patt 2009

trade rates; import/export
amounts and ratios

"The impact of factors commonly described as
“economic globalisation” are notable in the areas
studied, including the internationalisation of
production/trade networks and a decoupling of
these from the local level." (Keskitalo 2008)

Keskitalo 2008; Allison &
Hobbs 2004
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

traditions

belief, statement, custom, or
practice handed down by
non-written means
generation to generation

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

traditional
ecological
knowledge

evolving knowledge acquired
by indigenous and local
peoples over hundreds or
thousands of years through
direct contact with the
environment

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations; use of TEK in
decision-making; persistence of
TEK despite change; continued
applicability of TEK

training

transparency

sustained instruction and
practice (given or received) in
an art, profession,
occupation, or procedure,
with a view to proficiency in
it
frank, open, candid,
ingenuous; easily seen
through, recognized,
understood, or detected;
manifest, evident, obvious,
clear

participation in training courses;
availability of training
opportunities; skills of local
population

public participation;
information displayed publicly;
perceptions of stakeholders
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EXAMPLE QUOTE
"These connections extend the knowledge,
traditions and customs of their ancestors and
inform ongoing adaptations to environmental and
social change by contemporary Indigenous
peoples." (Mulrennan 2014)
"Consumers normally have a multidimensional
concept of quality, which goes beyond chemical
and physical variables and may include a wide
range of social factors relating to the traditions
and experiences of people in the food chain
(Parrott et al. 2002, as cited in Edwards-Jones et
al. 2008)." (Milestad et al. 2010)
"However, knowledge of successes and failures in
adaptation of a society or a community to past
climatic variability may contribute to our
understanding of the capacity of that society or
community to respond to environmental threats
and climate changes on a range of scales (24), and
an accumulation of this kind of traditional
ecological knowledge (25) might also help
societies themselves to manage the challenges of
uncertainty." (Endfield 2012)

"Skilled, informed and trained personnel
enhances adaptive capacity" (Juhola et al. 2013)

"Transparency in management processes. Leaders
should create a culture of open and transparent
management processes and communication so
that decisions are perceived by actors as fair and
equitable based on sound information and merit
(Herrfahrdt- Pahle and Pahl-Wostl, 2012)." (Dutra
et al. 2015)

LITERATURE

Mulrennan 2014; Reed
et al. 2014; Richmond &
Sovacool 2012

Kalikoski et al. 2010;
Endfield 2012;
Mulrennan 2014

Thulstrup 2015;
Meenawat & Sovacool
2010

Dutra et al. 2015; ElrickBarr et al. 2014; Eakin et
al. 2011
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CONCEPT DEFINTION

trust

belief or confidence in the
ability of someone or
something; in context often
used to describe government
and information sources

values

principles or standards of
behavior; a judgement as to
what is important in life

variability /
variation

varying in condition,
character, degree, or other
quality; undergoing
modification or alteration

visionary

ability to conceive what
might be attempted or
achieved, especially in the
realm of politics;
statesmanlike foresight

wealth

prosperity consisting in
abundance of possessions,
'worldly goods', valuable
possessions; riches, affluence

EXAMPLE INDICATOR

EXAMPLE QUOTE

LITERATURE

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"From the perspective of behavioural economics,
Patt and his colleagues work on decisions of
subsistence farmers in Zimbabwe to follow
seasonal climate forecasts and identify credibility
and farmers’ trust in the forecasts as major
factors (Patt and Gwata, 2002; Patt, 2001; Suarez
and Patt, 2004)." (Grothmann & Patt 2005)
"[Yohe & Tol 2002] they noted that trust (the
component of social capital that they could
quantify) was much less important in regions
where the court system was more efficient or
when people were more educated." (Yohe 2007)

Grothmann & Patt 2005;
Clarvis Hill & Engle 2013;
Nelson et al. 2007

interviews / questionnaires /
field observations

"Moreover, adaptation goals differ according to
the values of institutions, communities, and
individuals that implement and evaluate adaptive
actions (Adger et al., 2009; Brooks et al., 2011),
and they vary also with time lags and spatial
scales." (van Gameren & Zaccai 2015)

van Gameren & Zaccai
2015; Pettersson &
Keskitalo 2013; Fennell &
Plummer 2010; Folke et
al. 2006

"The key element to developing adaptability,
however, is varying the way that something is
practiced.\ By adding variation to practice, people
gain the experience of different perspectives"
(Fazey et al. 2007)
"Greater diversity (i.e., variety, balance and
disparity) within agricultural systems is often
suggested as a solution to promote redundancy
within such systems and therefore increase their
adaptive capacity…." (Martin & Magne 2015)

Martin & Magne 2015;
Fazey et al. 2007

income; savings; assets (e.g.
home ownerships); national
gross domestic product

SI Part B - 38

"Leadership for adaptive capacity is visionary,
entrepreneurial, and collaborative (Gupta et al.
2010)." (Lockwood et al. 2015)
"First, visionary leadership is necessary to link
different time scales and to convince others to
anticipate potential future threats (Young 1991)."
(van den Brink et al. 2013)
"We hypothesized that high total closing capital
conferred greater adaptive capacity because
wealth provides better access to markets,
technology, and other resources that can be used
to adapt to climatic variability and change" (Bryan
et al. 2015)

Lockwood et al. 2015;
van den Brink et al. 2013;
Gupta et al. 2010
Bryan et al. 2015;
Vincent 2007;
Grothmann & Patt 2005;
Yohe & Tol 2002

